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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
A DIVERSE BAND-AWARE DYNAMIC SPECTRUM ACCESS
ARCHITECTURE FOR CONNECTIVITY IN RURAL COMMUNITIES
Ubiquitous connectivity plays an important role in improving the quality of life in
terms of economic development, health and well being, social justice and equity,
as well as in providing new educational opportunities. However, rural communities
which account for 46% of the world’s population lacks access to proper connectivity to
avail such societal benefits, creating a huge “digital divide” between the urban and ru-
ral areas. A primary reason is that the Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) providers have less incentives to invest in rural areas due to lack of promising
revenue returns. Existing research and industrial attempts in providing connectivity
to rural communities suffer from severe drawbacks, such as expensive wireless spec-
trum licenses and infrastructures, under- and over-provisioning of spectrum resources
while handling heterogeneous traffic, lack of novel wireless technologies tailored to the
unique challenges and requirements of rural communities (e.g., agricultural fields).
Leveraging the recent advances in Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) technologies
like wide band spectrum analyzers and spectrum access systems, and multi-radio
access technologies (multi-RAT), this dissertation proposes a novel Diverse Band-
aware DSA (d-DSA) network architecture, that addresses the drawbacks of existing
standard and DSA wireless solutions, and extends ubiquitous connectivity to rural
communities; a step forward in the direction of the societal and economic improve-
ments in rural communities, and hence, narrowing the “digital divide” between the
rural and urban societies. According to this paradigm, a certain wireless device is
equipped with software defined radios (SDRs) that are capable of accessing multiple
(un)licensed spectrum bands, such as, TV, LTE, GSM, CBRS, ISM, and possibly
futuristic mmWaves. In order to fully exploit the potential of the d-DSA paradigm,
while meeting heterogeneous traffic demands that may be generated in rural com-
munities, we design efficient routing strategies and optimization techniques, which
are based on a variety of tools such as graph modeling, integer linear programming,
dynamic programming, and heuristic design. Our results on realistic traces in a large
variety of rural scenarios show that the proposed techniques are able to meet the het-
erogeneous traffic requirements of rural applications, while ensuring energy efficiency
and robustness of the architecture for providing connectivity to rural communities.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Ubiquitous connectivity plays an important role in improving the quality of life in
terms of economic development, health and well-being, social justice and equity, and
educational opportunities, to name a few [1, 2, 3]. However rural communities, which
accounts for almost 46% of the world population [4], lacks (or have limited) access to
adequate connectivity to avail such societal and economic benefits. A primary reason
is that the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) providers have less
incentives to invest in rural communities due to lack of promising revenue returns,
despite the government subsidies [5]. This creates huge “digital divide” between
the urban and rural communities, which results in severe societal disparities across
regions [6, 7, 8]. Since providing ubiquitous connectivity to rural and remote com-
munities offers key challenges to enable economic development and improved societal
well being, they have attracted significant interests in recent years from academia [9,
10, 11] and industry [3, 12, 13].
Recent studies in providing rural connectivity (e.g., DakNet [10], JaldiMAC [9],
[14], [15, 16]) and commercial projects (e.g., Alphabet’s project Loon [12] and Face-
book Internet.org [13]) aim to deliver limited Internet connectivity to rural areas.
These solutions utilize either (a) short-range standard technologies (e.g., WiFi, Blue-
tooth, ZigBee and 6LowPAN) operating in the unlicensed spectrum (e.g., 2.4, 5 GHz),
or (b) long-range cellular solutions (e.g., WiMax, 3/4G, LTE/LTE-A, GSM) oper-
ating in the licensed spectrum (e.g., 700-900, 1700-2100 MHz) or a combination of
thereof. Short-range technologies are not adequate for providing rural connectivity
covering wide geographical areas, due to their limited transmission coverage. Al-
though cellular technologies provide larger transmission coverage and offer promising
solutions in rural context, limited business cases prohibit significant industry invest-
ments in rural connectivity, despite government subsidies [5]. Recently, LoRa [17] and
Sigfox [18] are proposed as potential wireless technologies for rural connectivity due
to their low power consumption and long-range connectivity. However, very limited
data rates prohibit their widespread adoption in rural context. More importantly, all
these standard wireless technologies, including LoRa and Sigfox, are restricted only
to an individual homogeneous band, be it ISM or LTE band. Such homogeneity of
legacy spectrum policy does not provide the flexibility to efficiently handle the hetero-
geneous network traffic that may be generated in the rural areas. In other words, this
triggers the disadvantage of spectrum resources being under or over-provisioned [19]
that may negatively impact the network performance.
To overcome the limitations of existing wireless technologies and better utilize the
under-utilized licensed spectrum resources, Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) [20, 21]
has emerged as an enabling technology. DSA allows an unlicensed secondary device
to dynamically access a free channel in certain spectrum bands (called whitespaces)
on the condition of non-interference with the primary license holders (or primary
users). DSA networking is allowed (or in memoranda) by the United States Federal
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Communications Commission (FCC) in the TV band [22, 23, 24], Group Special Mo-
bile (GSM) band [5], Long-Term Evolution (LTE) band [25], and Citizens Broadband
Radio Service (CBRS) or Radar Band [26]. Similar policies and regulations are being
adopted in other countries, such as Canada [27], Singapore [28], South Africa [29],
UK [30], Malaysia [31], Kenya [32], Namibia [33, 34], and Argentina [35]. Only re-
cently, DSA technologies have been investigated for providing connectivity to rural
communities. Most approaches are based on TV whitespaces (TVWS) [24, 23, 36,
37, 3], GSM whitespaces [5] and LTE whitespaces [38]. Although existing DSA archi-
tectures allow secondary devices to opportunistically access an unoccupied channel,
they are restricted to an individual primary band only.
In this dissertation, we show that utilizing an individual primary band only for
providing rural connectivity, is neither efficient nor effective when dealing with hetero-
geneous traffic demands that may be generated in the rural communities, and suffer
greatly from spectrum resources being under or over-provisioned. To overcome such
limitations, we leverage the recent advancements in DSA technologies, such as wide
band spectrum analyzers [39] and the notion of spectrum access systems [40], and
multi-radio access technologies (multi-RAT) [41, 42] to design a novel network archi-
tecture, which is based on an innovative Diverse Band-aware DSA (d-DSA) paradigm.
According to this paradigm, nodes in this architecture, either static or mobile, are
equipped with software defined radios (SDRs) that are capable of accessing multi-
ple spectrum bands, e.g., TV, CBRS, LTE, GSM, unlicensed Industrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) band, and possibly futuristic millimeter waves. The innovative d-DSA
network architecture is promising in rural context, for it addresses the drawbacks of
existing standard (non-DSA) and classical DSA wireless solutions, and extends ubiq-
uitous connectivity to rural communities; a step forward in the direction of fostering
societal and economic improvements in rural communities, and hence narrowing the
“digital divide” between the urban and rural communities.
In order to fully exploit the potential of the d-DSA paradigm, while meeting the
heterogeneous traffic demands that may be generated in the rural communities, we
design novel routing strategies and optimization techniques, which are based on a
variety of tools such as graph modeling, integer linear programming, dynamic pro-
gramming, and heuristic design. Our results on realistic traces in a large variety of
rural scenarios show that the proposed techniques are able to meet the heterogeneous
quality of service requirements of rural applications, while ensuring energy efficiency
and reliability of the architecture for providing connectivity to rural communities.
In summary, we believe that the innovative d-DSA network architecture is not only
an apt solution for providing ubiquitous connectivity to rural communities, but would
prove to be a very effective model in designing other computer and communication
networks, like, Internet of Things networks and post-disaster communications. In
fact, our initial study on utilizing d-DSA network architectures for enabling low-cost,
high quality, and green communication systems, in order to collect (and distribute)
heterogeneous decision and monitoring information in futuristic Smart and Connected
Communities (or Smart cities), has shown a great promise [43, 44]. To this end, we
believe our study will open new research directions in various wireless networking
fields, including, rural connectivity and d-DSA networks.
2
1.1 Contributions of This Dissertation
In this dissertation, we propose to design a novel d-DSA network architecture for
extending ubiquitous connectivity to rural communities. Following this, we design
novel routing strategies and optimization techniques for (both static and dynamic) d-
DSA network architectures, that would enable optimal routing of various data traffic
(e.g., texts, logs, audios, streaming videos etc.). The main contributions of this
dissertation are summarized below:
A Literature Survey of Standard (non-DSA) and DSA Architectures
This contribution is presented in Chapter 2 where we provide a comprehensive overview
of the related literature on the standard (non DSA) and DSA approaches for providing
connectivity to rural communities. Following this, we highlight the key limitations
of both standard and DSA wireless solutions, and motivate the need of the proposed
d-DSA architecture in order to provide ubiquitous connectivity in rural setting.
Diverse band-aware Dynamic Spectrum Access (d-DSA) Architecture
We describe this contribution in Chapter 3, and propose a novel diverse band-aware
Dynamic Spectrum Access (d-DSA) network architecture, which is suited for rural
connectivity. This chapter discusses the key components of the proposed d-DSA
architecture, adopted mechanism for spectrum discovery and selection of unoccupied
(or non-interfered) channel within a certain primary band, and other underlying
assumptions.
Characterization of Communication over Diverse Spectrum Bands
We discuss this contribution in Chapter 4. Here, we characterize the distinct electro-
magnetic (EM) properties (such as, operating frequency, channel bandwidth, transmit
power etc.) of different primary bands, that may be available in the proposed d-DSA
architecture. We then show that these EM properties significantly impact important
transmission properties, including energy efficiency, delay, and coverage. These char-
acterizations will be at the basis of designing efficient routing strategies presented in
subsequent Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
Routing with Static (Infrastructure) d-DSA Network Architectures
We describe this contribution in Chapter 5 where we design efficient routing schemes
for an infrastructure d-DSA network architecture, in which the component communi-
cation d-DSA devices are fixed. Specifically, our proposed routing protocols attempt
to intelligently match the quality of service requirements of a message to a suitable
band type, by exploiting the distinct EM characteristics of various spectrum bands.
Since data traffic generated in rural communities are typically valuable only when
delivered with a certain hard (or soft) deadline, we formulate a linear optimization
problem for determining the most energy-efficient route that ensures a delivery time
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within the hard deadline. After proving that such a problem is NP-Hard, we propose
an exact pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm to solve it, fol-
lowed by a polynomial time greedy heuristic. Additionally, we formulate a non-linear
optimization problem to find the optimal path when the message delivery time is
defined as a soft deadline, and extend our greedy heuristic to handle soft deadlines.
Compared to the standard (or single band) DSA architectures, our extensive simu-
lation study shows that our routing protocol on top of the envisioned d-DSA archi-
tecture significantly improves the achievable energy efficiency while meeting various
hard and soft deadlines. The preliminary version of this contribution (Chapter 5)
appeared in ACM BuildSys 2017, and the extended version in IEEE Transactions on
Sensor Networks (TOSN) 2018.
Routing with Dynamic yet Sufficiently Predictable d-DSA Architectures
This contribution is presented in Chapter 6. Here, we consider a d-DSA network
architecture with sufficiently predictable mobility, as in the case of public trans-
portation network, where the mobility patterns of buses are generally known with
acceptable accuracy. The underlying idea is to deploy d-DSA radio devices on the
public transportation vehicles, such as public buses and municipal trucks. This ar-
chitecture is particularly suitable for providing connectivity to scenarios, where the
fixed infrastructure is not able to provide the full coverage, a typical scenario in rural
setting. Specifically, we propose a novel routing protocol, termed diverse DSA aware
Routing (dDSAaR) protocol, that jointly exploits various spectrum bands and the
time-varying yet sufficiently predictable mobility of public transportation vehicles.
The dDSAaR protocol is based on a novel representation of d-DSA network topology,
termed Space-Time-Band (STB) graph, that comprehensively captures the commu-
nication opportunities across the space, time, and multiple bands. We compare the
proposed d-DSA architecture, utilizing dDSAaR, to the conventional non-DSA/DSA
architectures, utilizing a standard (single band) routing protocol (e.g., Epidemic). We
use real bus mobility traces collected at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst
campus. Results show that the envisioned d-DSA architecture achieves better mes-
sage delivery, negligible message overhead, and better energy expenditure, at the
expense of a slight increase in delay. Nevertheless, the delay improves with higher
predictable mobility. This contribution has been reported in IEEE INFOCOM 2019.
Routing with Dynamic d-DSA Architecture with Unpredictable Mobility
We describe this contribution in Chapter 7, where we further consider the case of
d-DSA network, in which the mobile nodes may have unpredictable mobility (e.g.,
private cars). This results in a d-DSA aware delay tolerant network (DTN) [45,
46], (in short, referred to as d-DSA DTN), in which each node can utilize multiple
communication opportunities over diverse spectrum bands, if available. To this end,
we first highlight the shortcomings of routing schemes originally designed for stan-
dard (single-band) DTNs, while dealing with such d-DSA DTNs. Following this, we
formulate an integer linear programming (ILP) optimization problem that aims to de-
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termine a suitable path route for each message traffic in such a network, such that the
end-to-end network delay is minimized. Since this would require complete knowledge
of topology dynamics and future message traffic demands, it becomes an impractical
solution for such d-DSA DTNs, which are both dynamic and unpredictable. Hence,
we propose an efficient lightweight d-DSA aware Geographical Routing (dDSA-GR)
protocol, which is based on georouting principle, and determines a path route, i.e.,
optimal spectrum band at each node, and next hop relay node, that minimizes end-to-
end delay for each message in such d-DSA DTNs. Finally, we compare the proposed
dDSA-GR protocol against the standard (single-band) GR protocol, and other two
benchmark DTN routing protocols, namely Epidemic Routing (ER) [45] and Spray
and Wait (SnW) [47], and also their extended d-DSA aware versions. Results on
realistic traces based on the map of Lexington city, KY, USA show that the proposed
dDSA-GR protocol achieves much better network delay, message delivery, energy ef-
ficiency, and negligible message overhead, compared to standard GR, ER, and SnW
routing protocols, and their extended d-DSA versions. The preliminary version of this
contribution appeared in IEEE ISC2 2018, and the detailed work will be submitted
to IEEE Transactions of Network Service and Management (TNSM) 2019.
1.2 Organization of This Dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the related
works on the traditional (non DSA) and DSA approaches for providing connectivity
in rural communities. In Chapter 3, we describe the key components of the proposed
d-DSA network architecture and the underlying assumptions. Next, we characterize
the unique electro-magnetic characteristics of various spectrum bands that may be
available in the proposed d-DSA network architecture in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5,
we design efficient routing strategies for infrastructure d-DSA network architectures.
We develop intelligent routing scheme for time-varying yet sufficiently predictable
d-DSA architecture in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we consider the case of d-DSA net-
work architectures where the devices have unpredictable mobility. Here, we primarily
highlight the limitations of existing DTN routing protocols while dealing with time-
varying yet unpredictable d-DSA network architectures. Furthermore, we propose a
novel d-DSA aware Geographical Routing (dDSA-GR) protocol, which is based on
georouting principle, and effectively exploits the multiple communication opportuni-
ties (due to diverse spectrum bands) that may be available in the envisioned d-DSA
network architecture. Finally, we conclude the dissertation by providing concluding
remarks and future directions in Chapter 8.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 2 A Literature Survey of Standard
(non-DSA) and DSA Network Architectures
In this chapter, we provide a comprehensive overview of the related literature for
both standard (non-DSA) in Section 2.1 and DSA (or Spectrum sharing approaches)
in Section 2.2 for providing efficient connectivity to rural and remote communities.
Following this, we highlight the key limitations of both standard and DSA wireless
solutions, and motivate the need of the proposed d-DSA network architecture in order
to provide ubiquitous connectivity in rural setting.
2.1 Standard Network Architectures
Several standard (non-DSA) wireless communication architectures, e.g., DakNet [10]
and KioskNet [48], have been proposed to provide connectivity to rural communities.
For example, DakNet [10] utilizes public transportation vehicles (equipped with com-
puters having Wi-Fi radios) to transfer emails and information requests to Internet
using the access points installed at the bus station in the nearest city and delivers
their responses when the transport returns to the village (See Fig. 2.1).
Figure 2.1: DakNet Architecture [10]
On contrary, JaldiMAC [9] uses long distance outdoor WiFi mesh to provide
connectivity to provide broadband Internet in sparsely populated areas that suffer
from large set-up delays. Heimerl et al. [14] propose the deployment of low power
GSM based Village Base Station (VBTS) for rural telephony. In LifeNet [15] and
Twimight [49], the authors propose the connectivity utilizing hand-held wireless de-
vices for transient conditions. In [50, 16], the authors propose a four-tier hybrid
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architecture consisting of hand-held devices in the lowest tier, WiFi enabled drop-
boxes in the second tier, data mules equipped with WiFi antennas in the third tier,
and long range WiFi towers in the fourth tier, thus providing connectivity in chal-
lenging scenarios such as post-disaster scenarios. Hazra et al. [51] proposes to utilize
cellular towers and vehicles equipped with WiFi routers, for providing connectivity to
resource-constrained post-disaster environments. Several network architectures based
on mesh technologies, e.g., Serval Project [52] (BatPhone-provides mesh mobile tele-
phony platform), and Hybrid Wireless Mesh Network (HWMN) [53] are proposed to
provide connectivity in rural communities and emergency situations. Application of
UAVs [54] can overcome hurdles where physical connectivity is restricted.
Alphabet project Loon [12] introduces the network of balloons traveling on the
edge of space, designed to extend Internet connectivity to people in rural and remote
areas. See Fig. 2.2 for illustration. It uses base stations on Earth, below the balloon’s
trajectories, and creates a mesh network between the balloons to transfer messages to
these base stations with Internet connectivity to transmit replies and requests. Users
can connect to the balloons via LTE devices through a local carrier’s infrastructure.
Figure 2.2: Project Loon [12]
Facebook Internet.org [13] utilizes local cellular infrastructure, along with satellite
communications and UAVs, to deliver limited Internet connectivity to rural areas
(See Fig. 2.3. Users need an Internet.org account or be affiliated with Facebook
local mobile partner and they will have access to a limited set of applications e.g.,
Facebook, local news, employment, health, and weather websites.
However, all of these research and industrial efforts utilize standard wireless tech-
nologies such as WiFi, WiMax, GSM base station, VSAT (very small aperture ter-
minal), WLAN, wireless mesh, or a combination thereof, in order to provide limited
Internet connectivity to rural communities. Such wireless solutions utilize either
short-range technologies, such as WiFi, Bluetooth, ZigBee and 6LowPAN or cellular
technologies such as, 3G/4G, LTE/LTE-A and GSM. The short-range technologies,
due to their limited transmission coverage, are not adequate for rural connectivity
where long distances quite common. Although cellular technologies provide higher
transmission coverage and are promising wireless solutions in rural context, tradi-
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Figure 2.3: Facebook Internet.org [13]
tional telecommunication companies are not inclined to make huge investments in
rural infrastructure, due to expensive wireless spectrum licenses, even considering
government subsidies [5]. This is because it is marginally profitable at best, partic-
ularly given the lucrative opportunity and profit margin in deploying 3G/4G infras-
tructure in the urban areas. Recently, LoRa [17] and Sigfox [18], due to low power
consumption and long-range connectivity, are being considered as potential wireless
technology for rural connectivity. The devices use unlicensed sub-gigahertz radio
spectrum like 915 MHz in the Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) spectrum
band, and offer very poor bandwidth connections, in the order of few kilohertzs.
Notice that all the standard wireless technologies, including LoRa and Sigfox, are
restricted to an individual spectrum band only– usually ISM (mostly), LTE or GSM
bands. Such homogeneity of spectrum access policy does not provide the flexibility to
efficiently handle the heterogeneous network traffic (e.g., logs, texts, images, audios,
high streaming videos, etc.) with varying message sizes and quality of service (QoS)
demands that may be generated in the rural communities. In other words, this
triggers the disadvantage of spectrum resources being under- or over-provisioned [19],
and thereby negatively impacting the network effectiveness and performance.
2.2 DSA Network Architectures
Most research on DSA has focused on developing techniques and protocols for four
key functionalities of the DSA technology, namely efficient spectrum sensing [55,
56], spectrum decision [57, 58, 59, 60, 61], spectrum sharing [62, 63], and spectrum
mobility [64]. Refer to [20, 64] for the detailed study on the four key functionalities
of DSA technology.
Only recently, DSA technologies have been investigated to provide connectivity
in rural areas. Most approaches are based on TV band whitespaces (TVWS) [23,
36, 3] and GSM band whitespaces [5]. In [24], the authors proposed the design and
implementation of WhiteFi, the first WiFi like wireless network constructed on top of
TVWS. In [37], the opportunistic use of very/ultra high frequency (VHF/UHF) TV
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bands is proposed through cognitive radio technology and DSA paradigm, such as
IEEE 802.22 technology, for rural connectivity. Here the authors address two impor-
tant issues that can affect the success of IEEE 802.22 technology in rural deployments.
First, they propose suitable service model that combined TV broadcasting and data
services to facilitate service adoption. Second, they propose an adaptive time division
duplexing (TDD) approach to eliminate the requirement for long TDD turn-around
time of existing IEEE 802.22 technology. In [23] TVWS is used in conjunction with
5G infrastructure for Internet access in rural areas. A TVWS based backhaul archi-
tecture for rural India is proposed in [36]. Microsoft has also initiated deployments
of TVWS based Internet connectivity in various countries, such as Jamaica, Namibia,
the Philippines, United Kindom, and USA [3]. In [5], the authors propose a hybrid
sensing and database-driven spectrum sharing scheme, called Nomadic GSM, that
utilizes GSM whitespaces for providing affordable rural connectivity. Nomadic GSM
enables safe coexistence of primary and secondary users without requiring coordina-
tion or cooperation from existing license holders. Finally, the authors in [38] proposes
to utilize LTE whitespaces for deploying a LTE-A network in order to facilitate the
provisioning of high data rate streaming services.
Figure 2.4: An example motivating the d-DSA paradigm: different bands are prefer-
able depending on the traffic characteristics.
Although existing DSA architectures allow secondary devices to opportunistically
access an unoccupied channel, they are restricted to an individual primary band only -
be it TV or GSM band. In this dissertation, we demonstrate that it is neither efficient
nor effective under heterogeneous traffic demands, and greatly suffer from under- or
over-provisioning of spectrum. For instance consider an example as illustrated in
Fig. 2.4. Assuming the objective is providing low end-to-end delay, to transmit a
certain text (usually, few Kilobytes) at large distances (several kms), a TV band
is possibly optimal, because it offers high transmission coverage (tens of kms), and
adequate bandwidth (6 MHz). Whereas, for transmitting a large-sized video at very
short distances (few hundred meters), it may be more efficient to communicate it
over the CBRS band, which offers very high channel bandwidth (40 MHz), and low
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(yet sufficiently large) transmission coverage. Similarly, owing to decent coverage
and channel bandwidth, an LTE band is more promising to transmit a medium-sized
image at relatively small distances (few kms).
Motivated by the recent advances in DSA technologies, such as wide band spec-
trum analyzers [39] and the notion of spectrum access systems [40], and multi-radio
access technologies (multi-RAT) [41, 42], this dissertation envisions a novel commu-
nication paradigm for rural connectivity, referred to as Diverse Band-aware DSA (in
short, d-DSA) paradigm. The innovative d-DSA paradigm extends the classical DSA
approach by enabling a certain wireless device (secondary user) to dynamically utilize
an empty channel in any diverse set of spectrum bands, ranging from TV, LTE, GSM,
CBRS, unlicensed ISM to futuristic mmWaves, on the condition of non-interference
with the primary licensees (users). Our dissertation addresses the unique challenges
of the d-DSA communication paradigm in rural setting, such as, the characterization
of the communications over diverse spectrum bands, and efficient multi-hop routing
tailored to the heterogeneous traffic with varying QoS requirements, introduced by
the d-DSA communication paradigm.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 3 Proposed d-DSA Network Architecture
In this chapter, we describe the proposed Diverse band-aware Dynamic Spectrum
Access (d-DSA) network architecture for providing ubiquitous connectivity to rural
communities. In particular, we discuss in Section 3.1 the key components of the
proposed d-DSA architecture, the adopted mechanism for spectrum discovery and
selection of unoccupied (or non-interfered) channel within a certain primary band,
and other underlying assumptions. Subsequently in Section 3.2, we describe the three
distinct types of d-DSA network topologies, depending upon the varying mobility
patterns of component d-DSA radio devices.
3.1 Key Components
Sensor block
A sensor block is a rural geographical region such as a village, an agricultural field, or
a rural hospital that needs to communicate with a certain access point (or connectivity
hub) with Internet access. A sensor block, constituting mobile devices, smart meters,
and sensors, may generate heterogeneous messages over time such as texts, logs,
emails, images, and videos. Such messages may have different sizes, ranging from
few Kilobytes (e.g., texts, emails, audios) to several Megabytes (e.g., images, high
streaming videos). We assume that each sensor block is equipped with a dropbox.
Using a multi-hop standard wireless network (say, using WiFi or Bluetooth) within
the sensor block, messages are exchanged between smart devices/sensors and the
dropbox. It is not required for smart devices and sensors to be equipped with d-DSA
radios. Conversely, the dropbox acts as a bridge between these standard devices and
the d-DSA network, as described in the following.
Dropbox
A dropbox, similar to the rural kiosk in the DakNet architecture [10], is a laptop
or a smart device installed within a sensor block. The dropbox has: (i) a mem-
ory storage to store messages received from various sensors and smart devices, (ii) a
standard wireless technology (e.g., WiFi) to communicate with standard (non-DSA)
smart devices and sensors in its sensor block, (iii) d-DSA radio so as to communi-
cate with other d-DSA radio devices such as data mules, or other dropboxes (if in
communication range over a certain band).
Physical Infrastructure node and Data mule
A physical infrastructure node refers to an electric pole, lamp post, or road-side
assistance unit (RSU) [65, 66], equipped with d-DSA radio devices, that are capable
of accessing multiple spectrum bands, such as TV, LTE, CBRS, GSM, and unlicensed
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Figure 3.1: Proposed d-DSA Architecture
ISM bands. Though we consider these infrastructure nodes to be equipped with d-
DSA capabilities, we do not require all nodes to have access to all bands, or have the
same communication potentials.
A data mule is a public transport vehicle, such as, a public bus, taxi etc., that
travels on a pre-assigned route and visits one or more sensor blocks in a periodic
fashion. For example, a public bus starts its trip from a bus station, visits one or more
sensor blocks (e.g., villages), and returns to the station. Similarly, a municipal vehicle
starts from the municipality depot, visits one or more sensor blocks, like villages or
hospitals, and returns to the depot. Each data mule is equipped with d-DSA radio
device, and therefore can communicate with dropboxes, data mules, infrastructure
nodes, or connectivity hubs over a certain spectrum band (if in communication range).
Such static infrastructures nodes and mobile data mules, equipped with d-DSA
radio devices, inherently act as the relay nodes for message traffic exchange between
the dropboxes and the connectivity hubs.
Connectivity hub
A connectivity hub is a communication node, equipped with wireless access point
(AP) connected to the Internet, where the generated messages need to be delivered. A
hub is also equipped with a d-DSA radio, and is therefore, capable of communicating
with other d-DSA radio devices (data mule, dropbox, infrastructure node) over any
spectrum band, if in communication range. A d-DSA node may be heterogeneous
in terms of transmit power, accessible spectrum bands, and multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) capability, such as single vs. multiple antenna(s). Unless otherwise
stated, we consider single transmitter and single receiver antennas in rest of the
dissertation.
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Primary users
In the proposed d-DSA architecture, there may exist primary users (e.g., TV or GSM
base stations) that have exclusive access to certain licensed bands. Provided that a
primary user accesses a certain channel in a given band, a d-DSA radio device in
its geographical proximity is forbidden to utilize that channel (and interfere with the
primary user). This is the utmost requirement for any d-DSA radio device by the
FCC policy and is usually referred as the Incumbent Primary user protection [20,
67]. Hence, the discovery and selection of unoccupied (or non-interfered) channel in
a certain band is a crucial requirement for a d-DSA radio device in the proposed
architecture.
Channel discovery and selection mechanism
The specifics of discovery and selection of unoccupied (non-interfered) channel within
a given band has been extensively studied in the DSA literature [20, 68, 69]. Broadly,
it can be either (i) sense and use in the DSA radio device itself, (ii) through an off-
device environmental sensing capability [26], or (iii) a central geo-location whitespace
database or a spectrum access system (SAS) database [70]. Unless otherwise stated in
this dissertation, we consider a sense and use mechanism for whitespace channel dis-
covery and selection in a certain spectrum band. This approach is particularly apt for
rural contexts, since it does not require access to the centralized geo-spatial whites-
pace databases [70] nor need dedicated environmental sensing framework. However,
our d-DSA architecture will also work seamlessly with the geo-location whitespace
database (as considered in case of sufficiently predictable d-DSA architectures) or
off-device environmental sensing capability, if available. It is noteworthy to mention
that the majority of channels in a certain band would be available in the rural con-
text mainly due to lack of primary users in the region. For instance, at any given
time, atleast 80% TV channels are available in rural India [36]. Our proposed routing
strategies exploit this observation as discussed later in next chapters.
3.2 d-DSA Network Topology
As discussed in the previous Section 3.1, the proposed d-DSA architecture may con-
stitute static infrastructure nodes or mobile data mules, or a combination of both.
Depending upon it, the envisioned d-DSA architecture may result into three distinct
types of d-DSA network topologies, which are described as follows:
Static (Infrastructure) d-DSA Network
In this case, the d-DSA architecture only constitutes those d-DSA radio devices as
component nodes, whose locations are always fixed, such as, infrastructure nodes,
dropboxes and hubs. Each d-DSA node shares its geographical location and spec-
trum availability with other nodes in the architecture via a dedicated common control
channel or other synchronization techniques as discussed in the recent DSA stan-
dards [26, 22]. Hence, in such a fixed d-DSA network, each node possesses the global
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knowledge about approximate geographical location and spectrum availability at every
other node. We design efficient routing strategies for such static d-DSA networks in
Chapter 5.
Time-varying yet sufficiently predictable d-DSA Network
In this case, the envisioned d-DSA architecture may constitute mobile component
nodes, such as, public transportation vehicles (e.g., public buses) whose mobility pat-
terns are sufficiently predictable and can be known apriori with acceptable accuracy;
in addition to the static d-DSA nodes. Such a network is particularly suitable for pro-
viding connectivity to scenarios, where the fixed infrastructure is not able to provide
the full coverage, however have access to the public transportation system, a typical
scenario in rural setting. In such a sufficiently predictable d-DSA network scenario,
it may be possible to construct the global knowledge of the network with accept-
able accuracy over space and time. To ensure this, we consider that one prespecified
connectivity hub, referred to as the network manager has the access (via Internet)
to the geo-location or Spectrum Access System (SAS) whitespace database, which
maintains the occupancy profile (free or busy) of all channels within each band, given
a geographical location and time [70]. Moreover the network manager collects the
vehicles’ mobility information over time. Following this, we propose a novel routing
protocol, that utilizes the mobility information of vehicles and spectrum availability at
each d-DSA node (collected by the network manager), and constructs a unified graph
model, termed Space-Time-Band (STB) graph, that comprehensively captures the
communication opportunities over spatial, temporal, and diverse spectrum bands.
Following this, the protocol computes the suitable communication routes for each
message, which includes the set of suitable relay nodes and optimal band type at
each node, such that the selected route enhances the desired performance metric,
e.g., end-to-end delay. We discuss these aspects in detail in Chapter 6.
Time-varying d-DSA Network with Unpredictable Mobility
This is the worst-case and most generalized scenario, where the proposed d-DSA
architecture may constitute several types of mobile nodes, such as, private vehicles,
whose mobility patterns may not be known nor sufficiently predicted apriori. Such
an approach of including private vehicles as the integral component nodes of the
d-DSA network architecture are critical for realizing the true power of ubiquitous
connectivity in rural setting. In such a scenario, a node would not be able to obtain
the global knowledge of the geographical location and spectrum availability at other
nodes in the network. However, it may gather local knowledge about the neighboring
nodes. We discuss these aspects in detail and design suitable routing strategies for
such unpredictable d-DSA networks in Chapter 7.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 4 Characterization of Communication
Over Diverse Spectrum Bands
This chapter characterizes the distinct electro-magnetic (EM) properties of different
spectrum bands, that may be available in the proposed d-DSA network architecture.
Specifically, we focus on properties like end-to-end energy efficiency, transmission
delay, and coverage, that can be exploited in designing efficient routing strategies for
both the envisioned (static or mobile) d-DSA network architectures.
Figure 4.1: A node message transmission - periodic sensing, message transmission,
and spectrum handoff.
4.1 Energy Consumption and Transmission Delay Characterization
To characterize the communication opportunities in terms of energy consumption
and transmission delay, we consider several EM factors, such as operating frequency,
channel bandwidth, and interference. In the following, i and j refer to nodes while s
indicates a specific band in the set S of spectrum bands. According to the sense and
use mechanism assumed in the proposed d-DSA architecture (See Chapter 3), the
message transmission is slotted via periodic sensing [71]. A periodic sensing frame
consists of a sensing slot duration tsd and a transmission slot duration ttd. Figure 4.1
shows the activities in transmitting a message. In the sensing slot, the node performs
wide-band spectrum sensing to obtain the availability status of all channels, whereas
the node sends the message packets over the chosen free channel in the transmission
slot. This transmission may be interrupted due to primary user (PU) transmission
(red arrow), in which case the secondary user (SU) waits until the beginning of a
new sensing slot in order to repeat the process. Under this consideration, we discuss
the impact of various EM factors to the end-to-end energy consumption and network
delay for a certain message later in this chapter.
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Now, given a path p(u, v) for a certain message m (with size L) from a source
node u to destination node v, the total energy consumed is given by:
wuv(L) =
∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
wsij(L) (4.1)
where w
(s)
ij (L) is the energy cost over link e
(s)
ij , and e
(s)
ij is an intermediate link in
path p(u, v).
Energy Calculation Over a Certain Link w
(s)
ij (L)
Similar to the energy consumption model presented in [71], the energy cost w
(s)
ij (L)
over a link e
(s)
ij to transmit a message of size L, can be expressed as Eq. (4.2):
w
(s)
ij (L) = NtsdP̃ +NPwsw + TtdP (s)i (4.2)
where N is the number of time slots required for one message transmission, and
can be calculated as the fraction of message size (L) to the effective bit rate (R(s)ij )
offered by a channel in a certain band s, i.e.,
⌈
L
R(s)ij
⌉
. In addition, tsd is the sensing
slot duration; P̃ is the spectrum sensing power (in Watts); P is the probability of
switching to an idle channel, termed as spectrum hand-off ; wsw is the energy cost (in
Joules) of one channel switching; P
(s)
i is the transmit power at node i over band s.
Finally, Ttd is the average time required to transmit the entire message, and can be
computed as Ttd = NPttd, where ttd denotes the transmission slot duration (see Fig.
4.1). For each message frame, the d-DSA node has to sense for tsd, and N frames
are required for one message transmission. Hence the energy consumed in sensing
is NtsdP̃ . Given that the node switches to another channel with probability P , it
consumes NPwsw amount of energy in channel switching. The last part of Eq. ( 4.2)
indicates the total energy consumed in transmitting message of size L over a channel
in spectrum band s. Usually, tsd and ttd are pre-determined values for any given band
type, and wsw is negligible. Thus, N =
⌈
L
R(s)ij
⌉
and P
(s)
i are the two main contributing
factors for the energy cost of any link.
Transmission Delay Calculation Over a Certain Link w
(s)
ij (L)
Given tsd, ttd, N and P , the total transmission delay (or message transmission time)
over a certain link w
(s)
ij (L), denoted by t
(s)
ij (L), for a message m can be calculated as
follows:
t
(s)
ij (L) = N(tsd + Pttd) =
⌈ L
R(s)ij
⌉
(tsd + Pttd) (4.3)
The notations are similar to the ones used in the previous subsection 4.1. Here
again, tsd and ttd are predetermined values for a certain spectrum band, thus, N is
the sole main contributing factor for the transmission delay cost of any link.
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4.2 Impact of EM properties
Based on the above energy consumption and transmission delay characterization, we
discuss the impact of different EM characteristics offered by various bands on the
overall energy efficiency and network delay of the d-DSA network architecture.
Impact of Operating Frequency
It is known that the received signal strength at a receiver must meet some reception
threshold, τ , to be able to decode a signal accurately. The generalized Frii’s trans-
mission equation [72] provides the relationship between the received power at receiver
j and the transmit power from transmitter i over any channel with a representative
frequency1 f (s) in band s,
P
(s)
j = P
(s)
i GiGj
( C
4πf (s)d
)α
≥ τ (4.4)
where, Gi and Gj are the transmitter and receiver antenna gains, α is path loss
exponent, C is the speed of light, d is the distance between i and j, P (s)i is the transmit
power of i, and P
(s)
j is the received power at j. Now let φ = GiGj(
C
4π
)α be a constant.
Thus the above equation becomes P
(s)
j = φ
P
(s)
i
(f (s)d)α
. It is evident that for higher
frequencies, the transmit power P
(s)
i ought to be increased to maintain the same
P
(s)
j ≥ τ , even though the distance d is unchanged. The resultant increased transmit
power causes more energy consumption (refer to Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2). Alternatively, if
the transmit power is not increased, then τ is only met at a lower distance. Hence,
more intermediate hops would be required to traverse the same distance d, leading to
the additional transmission and reception operations at each intermediate hop which
causes higher energy expenditure and higher transmission delay.
Moreover, the lower frequencies have larger wavelengths yielding better obstacle
and wall penetration capabilities. This implies the lower frequencies are less error
prone, thus reducing (re)transmission overheads and enabling better non line-of-sight
connectivity. Among the bands that allow DSA, the TV and LTE bands have lower
frequency allocations than traditionally used unlicensed band of 2.4 GHz. In other
words, these bands should be seemingly more energy efficient.
However, lower frequencies come at a trade-off in the sense that they usually
have much lesser bandwidth of 6 MHz as opposed to the LTE (upto 20 MHz) and
CBRS (upto 40 MHz). For larger message sizes, the message transmission time (refer
to Eq. 4.3) will be higher as the number of time slots (N) increases. Supporting
high data rate applications are also challenging for lower frequencies offering smaller
bandwidths. On the other hand, frequencies offering higher bandwidths will reduce
the transmission time for a given message size, and thereby also saving energy. An
important research question, therefore, is whether the reduction in the transmission
1For example, fs = 2.4 GHz for the frequencies in the range 2.412 - 2.462 GHz used by legacy
WiFi devices in ISM band
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time for higher frequencies offsets the gain in energy efficiency due to the reduced
hop count.
Impact of Channel Bandwidth
The relationship between the bandwidth and the dissipated power could be under-
stood through Rayleigh-Parseval Equation [73]:
P
(s)
dis =
∫ f (s)2
f
(s)
1
Si(f
(s))df (4.5)
where Si is the power spectral density, ∆f (s) = f
(s)
2 − f (s)1 is the bandwidth of
any channel in the band type s, and P
(s)
dis is the total power dissipated over band s.
From Eq. 4.5, it is clear that a channel offering higher bandwidth causes larger power
dissipation. Given a fixed transmission time for any message, the higher bandwidth
channels will consume more energy than the lower ones. The typical bandwidths for
various spectrum is listed in Table 7.4.
Conversely, from Shannon-Hartley theorem [74], the effective bit rate (R(s)ij ) be-
tween a transmitter i and receiver j over any channel in band s with representative
frequency f (s) is given by:
R(s)ij = B
(s)log2
(
1 + χ
(s)
ij
)
= B(s)log2
(
1 + φ
P
(s)
i
(f (s)d)αN (s)
)
(4.6)
where B(s) is the bandwidth of any channel in band type s and χ
(s)
ij =
P
(s)
j
N(s)
is the
ratio of the communication signal power to the interference and noise at the receiver
(SINR). The rest of the notations are the same as above. From Eq. 4.6, given that
the SINR is unchanged, a higher bandwidth channel would offer a higher effective
bit rate, thereby decreasing the required message transmission time (or transmission
delay).
Therefore, from the above relationships of bandwidth with (i) dissipated transmit
power (Eq. 4.5) and (ii) effective bit rate (Eq. 4.6), the higher the channel bandwidth,
the higher is the dissipated power but the lower is the message transmission time.
Thus, the trade-off is whether to choose a high bandwidth channel that reduces the
message transmission time and increases the dissipated power, or vice-versa.
Impact of Channel Interference
Channel interference occurs when two different transmitters use the same channel (or
frequency), termed as Co-channel interference (CCI) or adjacent channels, termed
as Adjacent channel interference (ACI). Adjacent channel interference is usually due
to imperfect receiver filters, and can be handled by using sharp band filters, careful
channel assignment (significant frequency separation). However, CCI is a serious
concern and can be handled only by allowing a unique transmitter (among all the
transmitter in the interference radius) to use a channel at a given time. Interference
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Table 4.1: Spectrum Profile with Bandwidths
Spectrum Bandwidth
54-216 MHz (VHF TV Band) 6MHz
470-698 MHz (UHF TV Band) 6MHz
698-806 MHz (700 MHz Band/FirstNet) 6 MHz
700-800 MHz/1700-2100 MHz (LTE Band) 5 - 20 MHz
902 - 928 MHz (ISM Band) 3-8 MHz
2.4 - 2.5 GHz (ISM Band) 2 - 50 MHz
3.5 - 3.7 GHz (CBRS Band) 10 - 40 MHz
5.7 - 5.8 GHz (ISM Band) 20 - 80 MHz
radius is the distance from a transmitter i until which the SINR at receiver j (signal
power of transmitter i to the sum of interference and noise) is greater than a reception
threshold (ξth). SINR can be calculated as follows:
Assume that the desired transmitter for a given receiver j is i, then, the SINR
χ
(s)
ij over channel c
s
k in band s is
χ
(s)
ij =
P
(s)
i(
(f (s)dij)α
(∑
l 6=i,l∈V
( P sl
((f (s)dlj)α
)
+No
) (4.7)
where P si is the signal power of desired transmitter i, P
s
l is the interference power
of transmitter l ∈ V \i and No is the background noise. dij and dlj are the euclidean
distance from transmitter i and interfering transmitter l ∈ V \i to receiver j, respec-
tively. Other notations are the same as above.
Increased cross device interference will increase the noise floor as more and more
devices coexist in the unlicensed spectrum (2.4 GHz) and GSM/LTE (1700-2100
MHz) band. Therefore, from Eqs. (4.6) and= 4.7, it is evident that the SINR
will decrease, and thus to maintain a certain required SINR, the transmit power
needs to be increased (and energy consumption worsened). However, switching to a
whitespace (non-interfered) channel in any other spectrum band using the innovative
d-DSA paradigm would allow to achieve the same SINR with a low transmit power,
thus saving consumed energy.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 5 Routing with Static d-DSA Network
Architectures
In this chapter, we propose efficient dynamic band selection routing approach for the
static (or infrastructure) d-DSA network architecture. The key idea of the proposed
dynamic band selection routing approach is to intelligently exploit the diverse spec-
trum bands, and match a certain message requirement to a suitable band, so as to
meet the desired quality of service requirements. Recall such a static d-DSA network
architecture only constitutes fixed communication infrastructure nodes equipped with
d-DSA radio devices, such as, RSUs and lamp posts etc. (See Chapter 3 for the de-
tails of the proposed d-DSA architecture.) Specifically in this chapter, we first model
the static d-DSA network topology as a directed graph, where each node has the
capability of accessing multiple bands in Section 5.1. Since data traffic generated
in rural communities are typically valuable only when delivered with a certain hard
(or soft) deadline, in Section 5.2 we formulate a linear optimization problem for de-
termining the most energy-efficient route that ensures a delivery time within the
hard deadline. After proving that such a problem is NP-Hard, we propose an exact
pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm to solve it, followed by a
polynomial time greedy heuristic. Additionally, in Section 5.3, we formulate a non-
linear optimization problem to find the optimal path when the message delivery time
is defined as a soft deadline, and extend our greedy heuristic to handle soft deadlines.
We briefly analyze the benefits of such d-DSA network architecture against resource
cost (in terms of d-DSA radio devices) in Section 5.4. Compared to the standard
(single-band) band access approaches, our extensive simulation study in Section 5.5
shows that our dynamic band selection approach significantly improves the achievable
energy efficiency while meeting various hard and soft deadlines.
5.1 Network Model
As illustrated in Figure 7.1, we model the static (or infrastructure) d-DSA network
topology as a directed graph G = (V, S,E), where V = Q∪C∪R is the set of all nodes
including dropboxes, communication infrastructure nodes and connectivity hubs; S
is the set of spectrum band types; and E ⊂ (V ×V ×S) is the set of all directed links
between two nodes over any common (free) channel in any band type. A link e
(s)
ij ∈ E
is a directed link from node i to node j over band s ∈ S. Hence, there may exist at
most |S| unique links between any node pair i, j ∈ V . A message traversing through
G is denoted by m :< u, v, L, T > where u is the source, v is the destination, L is
the message size, and T is the hard delivery deadline. Now, for any given message
m, each link is characterized by a tuple < w
(s)
ij (L), t̂
(s)
ij (L) >, denoting the energy and
latency costs, respectively. Note that, this model is used for hard deadlines while soft
deadlines are discussed in Section 5.3.
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1
3
4
e012  , <1, 4>
e112  , <3, 2>
e012 , <2, 3>
e024  , <1, 4>
e124 , <2, 3>
e424 , <4, 2>
e334 , <2, 2>
e112 , <4, 2>
Figure 5.1: Network Model. e012 and e
1
12 represent the links between node 1 and 2 over
band type 0 and 1, respectively. Moreover, the tuples < 1, 4 > and < 3, 2 > signify the
energy and latency costs across those links, i.e. e012 and e
1
12, respectively.
The energy cost w
(s)
ij (L) refers to the total energy consumed in spectrum sensing
and discovery, spectrum hand-off (or switching to an idle channel), and actual message
transmission over a free channel in band s. We discussed the calculation of w
(s)
ij (L)
in Section 4.1. On the other hand, the latency cost t̂
(s)
ij (L) denotes the total delay
incurred due message transmission time (see Eq. 4.3), propagation time, and queuing
delay (see Eq. 5.6).
5.2 Proposed Routing Approach under Hard Deadlines
In this section, we discuss the proposed dynamic band selection routing approach for
static (or infrastructure) d-DSA network topology where messages have hard delivery
deadline requirements. In such a topology (see Chapter 3), each node possesses global
knowledge about the approximate geographical location and spectrum availability at
every other node in the network. The key idea of the proposed routing approach under
hard deadlines is to intelligently match each heterogeneous message m :< u, v, L, T >
to a suitable spectrum band at each intermediate node between the source node u
and the destination node v; so as to construct an optimal hard deadline constrained
energy-efficient (HcE) path p(u, v). We first formulate the HcE path determination
as a constrained linear optimization problem and show that it is NP-hard. Then,
we present a pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming (DP) approach that selects
both the optimal spectrum band and the intermediate nodes, and thus, constructs an
optimal HcE path for any given message. Following it, we propose a faster (though
not optimal) polynomial-time greedy heuristic for solving the HcE problem.
HcE Problem Formulation
As mentioned, the HcE path problem aims at determining the most energy-efficient
path for any given message that also meets the hard delivery deadline. Although
we solve the optimization problem for a certain message m, it will also work well for
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concurrent messages. This is because a band is composed of several channels, that can
be simultaneously accessed by concurrent messages (should they end up choosing the
same band in the same geographical region), unless in the unlikely rare event where
the number of such messages exceed the total number of available channels 1. There
may be a small channel access delay due to channel bargaining within the selected
band, which is negligible in the range of micro seconds [75], and hence is ignored in
the optimization formulation.
Given a directed graph G = (V, S,E), a source-destination node-pair u, v ∈ V , a
message m :< u, v, L, T >, each link e
(s)
ij ∈ E characterized by energy cost w(s)ij (L)
and latency cost t̂
(s)
ij , the HcE path problem can be formally defined as:
p(u,v)∈P ′(u,v)
∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
w
(s)
ij (L) (5.1)
where P ′(u, v) ⊂ P (u, v) is the set of all paths from the source node u to the desti-
nation node v, which meets the following five constraints:
(i). SINR constraint. For successful decoding of any message m at receiver j,
the achieved SINR χ
(s)
ij at receiver j must be greater than or equal to prespecified
SINR threshold χth, typically a small value, say −75 dBm.
χ
(s)
ij ≥ χth (5.2)
(ii). Transmit power constraint. As per the federal communications commission
(FCC) guidelines, the maximum transmit power, P
(s)
i at any transmitter i must be
less than or equal to a fixed value, the maximum effective isotropically radiated power
(EIRP), P
(s)
max over any chosen band s ∈ S.
P
(s)
i ≤ P (s)max (5.3)
(iii). Transmission coverage constraint. For successful data communication
over any intermediate link e
(s)
ij ∈ p, the Euclidean distance dij must be less than
or equal to the transmission coverage γ(s) achieved in the chosen band s, where
γ(s) =
[
GiGj
(
c
4πfs
)α
τ
P sj
] 1
α
(Refer to Frii’s transmission equation Eq. 4.4 for details).
γ(s) ≥ dij (5.4)
1We can safely infer that majority of channels in a certain band, due to absence of primary
users, would be available in the rural context. For instance, at least 80% TV channels are available
in rural India at any given time [36].
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(iv). Unique spectrum constraint. Any transmitter-receiver node pair i, j ∈ V
must tune to a common available channel in a unique spectrum band s ∈ S. That is,
though there are potentially |S| possible links between nodes i and j, only one link
over a certain band can be utilized at any point of time (due to hardware constraints).∑
s∈S
e
(s)
ij ≤ 1, ∀e(s)ij ∈ p (5.5)
(v). Hard delivery deadline constraint. Any message must be delivered within
the hard deadline from its source node u to the destination v. Hence, as shown in
Eq. 5.6, the latency cost t̂
(s)
ij (L) i.e., the sum of message transmission time t
(s)
ij (L),
propagation time
dij
C , and queuing time (qε) over each intermediate link in the path
p(u, v), must be less than or equal to the hard deadline T . Thus,∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
t̂
(s)
ij (L) =
∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
t
(s)
ij (L) +
dij
C
+ qε ≤ T (5.6)
where C is the propagation speed of any spectrum (usually speed of the light). The
propagation time (
dij
C ) and queuing time
2 (qε) are usually negligible compared to
the message transmission time t
(s)
ij (L). In the generalized term, the total of latency
cost is equivalent to the total message transmission time, i.e.,
∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
t̂
(s)
ij (L) =∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
t
(s)
ij (L) ≤ T .
Theorem 5.2.1. The HcE path determination problem is NP-Hard.
Proof. We provide a reduction from the Restricted Shortest Path (RSP) problem
[76, 77]. Let us consider a generic instance of the RSP problem. Consider a graph
Grsp(Vrsp, Ersp) where Vrsp is the set of nodes and Ersp ⊆ (Vrsp × Vrsp) is the set of
edges. Each edge eij ∈ Ersp is associated with a cost cij and an additional metric
tij. Then, given a source node u, a destination node v, and constraint bound D,
the goal of the RSP problem is to determine the least cost path prsp(u, v) such that∑
eij∈prsp(u,v) tij ≤ D.
We reduce this RSP problem to an instance of the HcE problem as follows. Con-
sider a d-DSA network topology graph G(V, S,E) where a node in V is created for
each node in Vrsp. Assume that S contains a single band and an edge is added to E for
each edge in Ersp. In addition, for each edge eij we set w
(1)
ij (L) = cij and t̂
(1)
ij (L) = tij.
Finally, we set the hard deadline D = T .
Given such an instance, the HcE problem determines the least energy cost path
p(u, v) that also meets the hard deadline T . Such path also corresponds to an optimal
solution of the RSP problem, since it is the shortest cost path satisfying the constraint
D. Therefore, if we were able to solve HcE problem in polynomial time, the RSP
2This becomes extremely significant under constrained scenarios where the message generation
rates are very high and channel availability in certain spectrum bands are limited. We would
investigate such constrained scenarios as a part of our future work.
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problem will also be solvable in polynomial time. Since RSP is NP-Complete, we
conclude that the HcE problem is NP-Hard.
Dynamic Programming Approach
In the following, we present an exact pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming (DP)
algorithm for solving the HcE optimization problem. The DP algorithm intelligently
matches a message m to an optimal (energy-efficient) band such that the total energy
cost incurred in path p(u, v) is minimized while meeting the hard deadline and other
constraints. The proposed DP algorithm is a combination of the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm for all pair shortest paths and the dynamic programming solution of the
Knapsack problem [78].
Now, for a message m with L bits and a hard deadline T , the graph G(V, S,E) can
be represented by a 3D adjacency matrix A : |V | × |V | × |S|. An element of A[i, j, s]
is an ordered pair < w
(s)
ij (L), t̂
(s)
ij (L) > where the first and second parts denote the
energy and latency costs, respectively, for a message m along the link esij from node
i to node j over band s ∈ S.
Here
w
(s)
ij (L) =

0, i = j
w
(s)
ij (L), i 6= j, and first four constraints in Section 5.2 are met
∞ otherwise
(5.7)
Similarly, t̂
(s)
ij (L) can be defined.
The proposed DP algorithm is based on the notion of intermediate node, defined
as follows:
Definition 5.2.1 (Intermediate node). Given a path p =< 1, 2, ..., (|l| − 1), |l| >,
where nodes in the path are represented as integers, an intermediate node i is one
such as 2 ≤ i ≤ |l| − 1.
The DP algorithm is based on the following observation. Consider a subset of
nodes {1, . . . k}. For any node pair i, j ∈ V , let p be the path with the least energy
cost, out of all paths between i and j whose intermediate nodes are in {1, . . . k}.
Then, there are two possible cases:
a) k is not an intermediate node of p: In this case, all the intermediate nodes of
path p are in {1, . . . , k−1}. Hence, the energy-efficient path from i to j with interme-
diate nodes {1, . . . , k} is also the energy-efficient path from i to j with intermediate
nodes in {1, . . . , k − 1}.
b) k is an intermediate node of p: In this case, p can be broken into two sub-
paths: p1 from i to k and p2 from k to j. Since p is the energy-efficient path, k can
only appear once in p. Therefore, k can not be an intermediate node of p1 or p2.
Moreover, by the principle of optimality (that states that the sub-paths of a shortest
path are also shortest paths), both p1 and p2 are the shortest i.e., energy-efficient
paths between i and k, and k and j, respectively, with intermediate nodes in the set
{1, . . . k − 1}. Figure 5.2 provides an illustration.
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k
j
p1 p2
wik
(k-1),t’
wkj
(k-1),(t - t’)
Figure 5.2: Path p is the energy-efficient path from node i to node j with deadline t,
and k is the highest numbered intermediate node of path p. Sub-path p1 from node
i to j, has all the intermediate nodes in {1, 2, . . . k − 1} and the hard deadline is t′.
Similarly, sub-path p2 from node k to j, has all intermediate nodes in {1, 2, . . . k− 1}
and hard deadline (t− t′).
Let us now define the subproblems used by the DP approach that uses the in-
termediate nodes used and satisfies the hard deadline. Let w
(k,T )
ij be the energy cost
of the energy-efficient path from node i to j that meets hard deadline T and uses
only intermediate nodes in the set {1, 2, ..., k}. The solutions of subproblems can be
formulated recursively as follows, leading to the solution of the overall problem.
1. For T = 0, there is no path, hence w
(k,0)
ij =∞, for each i, j ∈ V .
2. For k = 0, there are no intermediate nodes in the path, hence for each i, j ∈ V ,
w
(0,T )
ij =
{
s∈S w
(s)
ij (L), if ∃ s ∈ S such that t̂(s)ij (L) ≤ T
∞ otherwise (5.8)
3. For k > 0 and T > 0, we can select a path with the least energy cost either
using k as the intermediate node or not. If k is used, let t1 be the delay over
the sub-path between i and k, and t2 the delay for the sub-path between k and
j. In order to ensure that the overall path meets the deadline T , we need to
find the value of t ∈ [1, . . . , T ] such that if given t1, then t2 = t− t1. Formally,
w
(k,T )
ij =t=1...T
(
w
(k−1),t
ij ,t1=0...t
(
w
(k−1),t1
ik + w
(k−1),(t−t1)
kj
))
(5.9)
When k = |V | and t = T , we obtain the final solution, which is the total energy
cost for the energy-efficient path for each pair of source-destination node-pair
with hard deadline T . In other words, W (|V |,T ) = (w
(|V |,T )
ij ) for all i, j ∈ V .
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Algorithm 1: DP Algorithm
Input: Source u, Destination v, T , A[i, j, s] ∀i, j, s
Output: Optimal HcE Path p(u, v)
1 //Step 1: Initialization
2 for i← 0 to |V | do
3 for j ← 0 to |V | do
4 for t← 0 to T do
5 w
(0,t)
ij =s∈S,t̂(s)ij ≤t
A[i, j, s].w
(s)
ij (L) ;
6 if w
(0,t)
ij 6=∞ and w(0,t)ij 6= 0 then
7 P
(0,t)
ij = i;
8 else
9 P
(0,t)
ij = −1;
10 //Step 2: HcE path via band selection
11 for k ← 0 to |V | do
12 for t← 0 to T do
13 for i← 0 to |V | do
14 for j ← 0 to |V | do
15 for t1 ← 0 to t do
16 if w
(k,t)
ij > w
(k−1),t1
ik + w
(k−1),(t−t1)
kj then
17 w
(k,t)
ij = w
(k−1),t1
ik + w
(k−1),(t−t1)
kj ;
18 P
(k,t)
ij = P
(k−1),(t−t1)
kj ;
19 Recursively navigate path tracking matrix P
(|V |,T )
u,v to obtain the optimal HcE
path p(u, v).
DP Algorithm Description. Algorithm 1 uses a series of 3D matrices W (k,t) for
k = 0, . . . |V | and t = 0, . . . T . The matrix W (k,t) contains the elements w(k,t)ij , that
is the hard deadline (1 ≤ t ≤ T ) constrained energy-efficient path between i and j
using the intermediate nodes in {1, . . . k}. Also, we keep track of the optimal HcE
path in another matrix P
(k,t)
ij . The algorithm has the following two steps:
Step 1 (Initialization): The algorithm first initializes the matrix W (0,T ) to A[i, j, s].
The HcE path tracking matrix, P (0,T ) is also initialized in lines 1 - 12 (see Eq. 5.10).
w
(0,t)
ij =

0 if i = j
min
(
w
(0,t−1)
ij ,s∈S w
(s)
ij (L)
)
if i 6= j and t̂(s)ij (L) = t
∞ otherwise
(5.10)
Step 2 (HcE path via band selection): After the initialization, the algorithm applies
the recursive formula to calculate W (k,t) given W (k−1,t1) and W (k−1,t−t1), where 1 ≤
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t1 ≤ t , as shown in Algorithm 1. Also, the path tracking matrix P is updated
recursively (Lines 11 - 19).
Finally, any source node u delivers the message m(u, v, L, T ) from a source u to
the destination v via the computed optimal HcE path p(u, v) obtained from the path
tracking matrix P .
Time Complexity. From the description of Algorithm 1, the time complexity of
Step 1 (lines 1 - 12) is O(|V |2T ), whereas the time complexity of Step 2 (lines 11 - 18)
is O(|V |3T 2 + |V |), where |V | is the number of nodes and T is the hard deadline.Thus,
the overall time complexity of the DP algorithm is O(|V |3T 2), which is not polynomial
in the input size, since it also depends on the value of T . Such time complexity is
referred to as pseudo-polynomial.
HcE Greedy Heuristic
This section presents a polynomial time greedy heuristic for an approximate solution
of the HcE path p∗(u, v) for a given message in the network. The underlying idea is
to calculate a weight hij for each edge eij ∈ E that combines the energy cost w(s)ij (L)
with the latency cost t̂
(s)
ij (L). A parameter β ∈ [0, 1] defines the weighted average
between the two, such that hij = β × w(s)ij (L) + (1 − β) × t̂(s)ij (L). Intuitively, using
Dijkstra algorithm [78] and setting β = 0, we can use such weights to calculate the
minimum delay path, which may not necessarily be energy efficient. Similarly, if we
set β = 1 we can calculate the most energy efficient path, which may not meet the
deadline T . By increasing β from 0 to 1 in steps of ∆β, we can find a path that
trade-offs energy efficiency and delay.
The pseudo code of the proposed greedy heuristic is presented in Algorithm 2.
Given a value of β the proposed heuristic computes the weighted metric hij for each
node pair i, j which forms the matrix Hβij as follows (see line 5):
Hβij = βw
(s)
ij (L) + (1− β)t̂(s)ij (L) (5.11)
The heuristic then calls Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute the least weighted path
P βuv from source u to the destination v (line 9) using the values of H
β
ij as edge weights.
Then, it computes the total energy cost denoted by E(P βuv), and the total latency cost
denoted by T (P βuv) in order to compute the least weighted path P
β
uv. The above steps
(lines 1 - 9) are iterated for all values of β in the increased interval of ∆β. Finally,
the HcE path p∗(u, v) is chosen as the path with minimum E(P βuv), ∀β such that
T (P βuv) ≤ T .
Time Complexity. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 isO
(
1
∆β
|V |2+ 1
∆β
|V |log(|V |)+
1
∆β
)
since the algorithm performs O( 1
∆β
) iterations and it takes O(|V |2) time to
compute Hβij, ∀ i, j ∈ V . Similarly, it takes O(|V |log(|V |)) time to run Dijkstra’s
algorithm and O(1) time to compute the minimum E(P βuv), ∀β. Hence, the time
complexity of the greedy heuristic is O( 1
∆β
|V |2).
The following theorem proves the non trivial property that the heuristic always
returns a solution, if one exists. In other words, the greedy choices of the algorithm,
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Algorithm 2: Greedy Heuristic
Input: Source u, Destination v, T , ∆β, A[i, j, s] ∀i, j, s
Output: HcE path p∗(u, v)
1 β = 0.0;
2 while β ≤ 1.0 do
3 for i← 0 to |V | do
4 for j ← 0 to |V | do
5 Hβij =s∈S
(
βA[i, j, s].w
(s)
ij (L) + (1− β)A[i, j, s].t̂(s)ij (L)
)
;
6 Least weighted path, P βuv = DIJKSTRA-ALGO (H
β, u, v);
7 β = β + ∆β;
8 Compute overall energy cost, E(P βuv), and latency cost, T (P
β
uv) over
computed path P βuv
9 Return the path with
(
β,T (Pβuv)≤T
E(P βuv)
)
;
although potentially not optimal, do not prevent us from finding a path that meets
the hard delivery deadline, T .
Theorem 5.2.2. Provided that there exists at least a HcE path p
′
(u, v) for a message
m with size L and hard deadline T in the d-DSA network, the greedy heuristic will
always find such a solution.
Proof. Consider the weight parameter β = 0 at the first iteration of the heuristic.
Then, the weight metric Hβij is given by H
β
ij = t̂
(s)
ij (L), ∀i, j ∈ V . This implies the
latency cost of each link e
(s)
ij for a message m is used as the weight. By executing
Dijkstra’s algorithm with these weights, the path between u and v with minimum
latency can be obtained. If such a path meets the deadline T , then this becomes
a more energy-efficient path. Otherwise, there exists no solution since all the paths
found in the subsequent iterations will not also meet the deadline. This also implies
that such path iss the shortest in terms of latency.
5.3 Proposed Routing under Soft Deadlines
In this section, we extend our proposed dynamic band selection routing approach for
the static d-DSA network topology to the case in which messages have soft delivery
deadlines. Soft deadlines have been largely investigated in the context of real-time
systems and scheduling theory [79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. In general, a soft deadline
allows a certain message to be delivered after a desired delivery deadline, however
by incurring a penalty defined by the penalty function. The penalty function is a
non-negative function of the message delivery time as explained later in this section.
Using the commonly adopted exponential penalty function, we formulate a non-linear
programming (NLP) optimization problem, termed the ScE problem, to determine
an optimal energy-efficient path under soft delivery deadlines. Since NLP problem is
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hard to solve practically [85], we extend our proposed greedy heuristic for HcE to
solving the ScE problem.
Penalty function
The penalty function increases as the delay in delivering a certain message increases.
Thus, the penalty is a non-negative function of message delivery time. There exist
several possible definitions of soft deadline requirements, such as: (i) no more than
X consecutive deadlines can be missed, (ii) no more than X deadlines in an interval
of time T can be missed, (iii) the deadline miss ratio (percentage or total missed
deadlines over the total number of deadlines) must not exceed a certain threshold,
and (iv) the penalty of delivering a message is zero before a desired deadline Td; it
increases according to a prespecified penalty function up to a maximum tardiness
Tmax, after which the penalty becomes infinity.
In this chapter, we adopt the last definition as also extensively used in real-time
scheduling [81, 82, 83]. In this context, it is intuitive to observe that any linear and
non-linear increasing function of time with a cutoff at Tmax can be used for a suitable
penalty function. We choose an exponential function φ(t), where t is the delivery
time, as commonly adopted in soft deadline modeling [79]. It is defined as follows:
φ(t) =

eα(t−Td) if Td < t ≤ Tmax
∞ if t > Tmax
0 otherwise
(5.12)
Here, α is an arbitrary non-negative value that controls the penalty growth rate.
ScE Problem Formulation
As aforestated, we formulate the ScE path determination problem as a non-linear pro-
gramming (NLP) optimization problem. The ScE path problem aims at determining,
for any message, an optimal path that maximizes energy efficiency, and simultane-
ously minimizes the penalty.
Given a directed graph G = (V, S,E), a source node u ∈ V , a destination v ∈ V ,
a message m :< u, v, L, Td, Tmax >, and each link e
(s)
ij ∈ E characterized by the energy
cost w
(s)
ij (L) and the latency cost t̂
(s)
ij (L), the ScE problem minimizes the following
objective function:
p(u,v)∈P ′(u,v)
( ∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
w
(s)
i,j (L)
)
+ φ
( ∑
e
(s)
ij ∈p(u,v)
t̂
(s)
ij (L)
)
(5.13)
Here P ′(u, v) ⊂ P (u, v) is the set of all paths from the source node u to the desti-
nation node v which meets the first four constraints related to the SINR, maximum
power, transmission coverage, and unique spectrum described in Section 5.2.
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ScE Greedy Heuristic
Following the HcE greedy heuristic, we propose an efficient greedy heuristic to deter-
mine the ScE path p(u, v) for any message with soft deadline in the d-DSA network.
As shown in Algorithm 2 (Section 19), the HcE greedy heuristic computes the least
weighted path P βuv from source u to destination v using the values of the weight ma-
trix Hβij as edge weights. Then, it computes the total energy cost E(P
β
uv), latency
cost T (P βuv) for least weighted path P
β
uv. And, finally the HcE heuristic chooses the
path p∗(u, v) as the path with minimum E(P βuv), ∀β, such that T (P βuv) ≤ T , the hard
deadline. Differently, the ScE heuristic chooses the path p∗(u, v) as the path that
minimizes the objective function in Eq. (5.3) across all values of β, that is:
p∗(u, v) =
{
P βuv|min
β
E(P βuv) + φ
(
T (P βuv)
)}
(5.14)
We omit the pseudo code of the algorithm, as it can be easily obtained by replacing
line 9 of Algorithm 2 with the above equation. This heuristic will also find a solution
as long as one exists according to Theorem 5.2.2. The time complexity of the ScE
greedy heuristic is O( 1
∆β
|V |2), which is similar to that of HcE heuristic.
5.4 Cost-Benefit Analysis
Many detractors of sustainability argue that energy-efficient (or green) computing in-
curs higher capital expenditure and operational cost which drains the economy/revenue
and makes such designs infeasible in practice. We claim that our proposed approach
to dynamic band selection for designing green communication systems, is mostly free
from such disadvantages due to following reasons: (i) The use of d-DSA (or DSA)
enabled access philosophy does not require a provider to own dedicated spectrum
licenses, which is worth millions of dollars; and (ii) Multiple smart communities can
be connected by a small set of d-DSA (or DSA) nodes, each costing on the average
around $1700 - $1900 [86]. In contrast, our design obviates the need for new dedi-
cated infrastructure such as macro cellular base station ($300, 000/station) or micro
cellular base stations ($100, 000)[87] in rural areas, and the need for extensive wire
line communications to increase the available bandwidth in urban areas. Also, our
approach obviates the burdening of existing networks with additional communication
infrastructures such as access points and switches. Some real examples of DSA based
deployment has already taken place in relatively rural areas in the developing world,
such as Papua [5], Rural South Africa [88], Mexico [89], and the Philippines [90].
To summarize, there is sufficient practical evidence to suggest that the equipment
and operational costs of d-DSA (or DSA) network architecture are far less compared
to the traditional approaches. The major hurdles are the policy issues which surround
spectrum planning. Significant breakthroughs in spectrum policy [26, 22] have been
made in recent years; moreover, DSA enabled devices mounted over drones, smart
public transport [91], and private smart cars [92] are becoming a reality. Let us
reiterate that our proposed architecture and solution approach work on top of existing
infrastructures (e.g., public buses) to be mounted with an extended d-DSA radio
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device (e.g., ER-N210 [86]) capable of dynamic band access. As a result, our approach
notably improves energy efficiency of the network via suitable band selection for
varying message requirements. Hence, our proposed approach promises to design
green yet cost-effective communication systems for realizing rural communities.
The following theorem 5.4.1 proves that the network energy efficiency can be
significantly improved by increasing the number of existing infrastructures, such as
public buses or municipal vehicles, mounted with a d-DSA enabled device. However,
it comes at a higher equipment cost due to the requirement of a larger number of
d-DSA radio devices. As part of our future work, we propose to study the trade-off
between the achieved network energy efficiency and equipment cost, for a given rural
or urban area.
Theorem 5.4.1. Given a d-DSA network topology G(V, S,E) with a set of messages
(say, M), the energy consumed in the HcE (or ScE) path p(u, v) for any message
m ∈ M either improves or remains unaffected due to the introduction of a new d-
DSA node v∗ in the network.
Proof. The introduction of a new node v∗ in network G, let the modified network
become G∗(V ∗, S, E∗) where the node set is V ∗ = V ∪ v∗ and the edge set is given
by E∗ = E ∪ e(s)iv∗ ∀i ∈ V, ∀s ∈ S, if d(s)iv∗ ≤ γ(s)iv∗ . Now, the newly determined HcE
(or ScE) path p∗(u, v) in the modified G∗ may (or may not) choose one or more
intermediate edges from the set E∗ \ E. If the path p∗(u, v) chooses at least one
intermediate edge from set E
′ \ E, then the energy consumed in p∗(u, v) is less than
that of path p(u, v) in the original G. If not, the energy consumed in p∗(u, v) in G∗
is the same as that of p(u, v) in G.
Therefore, the energy consumption on the HcE (or ScE) path p(u, v) either im-
proves or remains unaffected with the introduction of a new d-DSA node v∗ in the
network G. Since the network energy efficiency is the summation of energy savings
on each such path for each message m ∈ M , the overall network energy efficiency is
also bound to either improve or remain unchanged with increasing number of d-DSA
nodes in the network.
5.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed band selection rout-
ing approach that utilizes diverse spectrum band (multi-band) against conventional
homogeneous band (single-band) access approaches for the static d-DSA network ar-
chitecture under both hard and soft deadlines. The performance metrics include: (i)
Energy Efficiency - the average amount of energy consumed to transfer all generated
messages from the sensor blocks to their intended connectivity hubs; and (ii) Mes-
sage Delivery Ratio (MDR) - the fraction of messages successfully delivered to the
connectivity hub within the (hard or soft) delivery deadline to the total number of
messages generated at the sensor blocks.
For the case where messages have hard deadlines over d-DSA architecture, we
first analyze the performance of our proposed dynamic band selection routing ap-
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proach using optimal dynamic programming (DP) as well as greedy algorithms for
determining HcE paths, against homogeneous band access approaches.
For extensive analysis, we evaluate both the performance metrics considering (i)
varying message sizes, (ii) varying hard deadlines, and (iii) varying source-destination
node pair distances. The first two parameters represent the message (or QoS) het-
erogeneity, while the third one represents the geographical heterogeneity. For the
scalability analysis, we also analyze how the number of d-DSA nodes in the network
impacts the performance metrics of the proposed solution. Finally, we also provide
a detailed analysis on the performance of the proposed dynamic band selection ap-
proach under soft deadlines.
Simulation Settings: We simulate a simple rural setting with 5 connectivity hubs,
15 dropboxes, 200 communication infrastructures nodes, and 30 sensor blocks, each
with 50 - 100 sensing devices. We consider that each d-DSA node has the knowledge
of location and spectrum availability at every other node in the network. Unless
otherwise stated, we consider that each sensor block generates messages, each of size
250 MB with hard deadline T = 3 hours, and the farthest distance between a sensor
block and the corresponding connectivity hub is d = 45 km.
We consider the usually allowable transmit power for all bands on a secondary
basis, such as 1 W for ISM band, 4 W for TV and LTE bands, and 10 W for CBRS
band. Recall that each band has a FCC mandated maximum allowable transmit
power which can not be exceeded by any node operating on a d-DSA basis. Finally,
the considered values of other controlling parameters are as follows: path loss factor
α = 2.5 (rural area), SINR = −75 dBm (3.16× 10−8 mW), received power threshold
(τ) = −20 dBm (0.01 mW), sensing power P̃ = 40 mW, probability of switching to
the idle channel P is 0.5, sensing slot duration tsd = 0.1 s, transmission slot duration
ttd = 1 s, and energy cost of one channel switching wsw = 1 mJ.
Message Heterogeneity
This section evaluates the performance of dynamic band selection approach against
homogeneous band access approaches, for varying message sizes and hard deadlines.
Varying Message Sizes: As shown in Figs. 7.7(d), and 7.4(d), the proposed di-
verse band selection approach outperforms the homogeneous band access approaches
in terms of both energy efficiency and message delivery ratio (MDR). The proposed
approach achieves an average of 19% energy savings compared to the best homoge-
neous band access approach (i.e., LTE Band), particularly for message size L ≤ 500
MB. The reason is evident as the proposed band selection approach utilizes suitable
band at each intermediate d-DSA node so as to attain the most energy-efficient path
for any given message. For larger message sizes, L > 500 MB, the energy consump-
tion by homogeneous band access approaches (except CBRS band) is missing as none
of these bands (i.e., ISM, LTE and TV bands) are able to successfully deliver any
message of size L > 500 MB to the connectivity hub within the hard deadline, i.e.,
MDR = 0. Note that the ISM band consumes significantly smaller energy, however,
it suffers from severely poor MDR, and hence does not meet the QoS requirements.
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The greedy heuristic for the proposed approach yields similar energy efficiency as
that of the optimal DP algorithm.
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Figure 5.3: Varying message sizes: (a) Energy efficiency, and (b) Message Delivery
Ratio
Our proposed approach yields similar or slightly better MDR (up to 5%) com-
pared to the best homogeneous approach, i.e., LTE band for message size L ≤ 500
MB, and CBRS band for larger message sizes. This is because unlike homogeneous
approaches where the node is restricted to access only one predetermined band, the
proposed approach intelligently chooses the most suitable energy-efficient band at
each intermediate node while guaranteeing the hard deadline for every message and
hence MDR or QoS. Recall that for any given message, both DP algorithm, (owing
to being optimal) and greedy algorithm (from Theorem 5.2.2) are able to determine
a HcE path (if it exists) for a given source-destination pair that meets the hard
deadline, and hence always guarantee the highest MDR.
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Figure 5.4: Varying hard deadlines: (a) Energy efficiency, and (b) MDR
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Varying Hard Deadlines: Fig. 7.7(e) shows that the proposed diverse band se-
lection approach yields better energy efficiency compared to that of the homogeneous
band access approaches for increased hard deadlines. Our approach saves energy con-
sumption by up to 22% on the average compared to the best homogeneous band (i.e.,
LTE band) provided that it also guarantees comparable MDR. Here again, the ISM
band yields the best energy efficiency, thanks to the low transmit power; however, it
suffers from poor MDR (refer to Fig. 7.4(e)). The CBRS band yields very poor energy
efficiency because the transmit power is very high compared to its counterparts.
As shown in Fig. 7.4(e), the proposed multi-band selection approach achieves
similar MDR compared to the homogeneous band access approaches. This is because
our proposed approach for HcE path determination simultaneously accounts for hard
delivery deadlines besides enhancing energy savings. Since the homogeneous band
approaches do not have the flexibility of choosing any other band than the prespecified
one, they perform relatively poorly. Note that both the greedy heuristic and the
DP algorithm work almost equally well in improving energy efficiency and MDR
irrespective of varying hard delivery deadlines.
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Figure 5.5: Geographical Heterogeneity: (a) Energy efficiency, and (b) MDR
Geographical Heterogeneity
As depicted in Figs. 5.5(a) and 5.5(b), the dynamic band selection approach outper-
forms the homogeneous band access approaches in terms of both energy efficiency and
MDR for varying source-destination node-pair distances (this is geographical hetero-
geneity). The proposed approach enhances energy efficiency by up to 32% compared
to the best homogeneous band access approach that also yields comparable MDR,
particularly for distance d ≤ 60 km. We observe that the CBRS band yields very
poor energy efficiency until distance d ≤ 45 km and then, improves significantly. This
is because the CBRS band, owing to its limited transmission coverage, is not able to
deliver messages successfully, and therefore do not dissipate energy in message trans-
mission, for larger distances between source-destination node-pairs. The ISM band
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again owing to its low transmit power, yields significantly better energy efficiency;
however it suffers greatly in terms of MDR, thus defeating the purpose of effective
and efficiency rural connectivity.
Our proposed approach achieves slightly better MDR (about 7% on an average)
compared to the LTE Band, the best homogeneous band selection approach. The
reasons are as explained above. The greedy heuristic works very well in determining
optimal HcE path, and hence yields similar energy efficiency and MDR as that of the
DP algorithm employed for band selection.
Cost-benefit Analysis
We evaluate the benefits of the dynamic band selection approach in terms of both
energy efficiency and MDR (QoS) against varying number of d-DSA nodes in the
proposed infrastructure d-DSA network architecture.
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Figure 5.6: Varying number of d-DSA nodes: (a) Energy efficiency, and (b) MDR
As shown in Figs. 5.6(a) and 5.6(b), the proposed band selection approach largely
outperforms all homogeneous band access approaches in terms of both energy effi-
ciency and MDR, irrespective of the number of d-DSA nodes. Our approach enhances
energy efficiency by up to 18% compared to the best homogeneous band (i.e., LTE
Band). Furthermore, the energy consumption increases with increase in the number
of d-DSA nodes until |V | = 100. After that, it gradually decreases until |V | = 300
nodes and remains almost unchanged afterwards. This is because initially |V | itself
is small and yields slightly lower MDR, thus the energy consumption in delivering
messages is also less. In contrast, when |V | is sufficiently large, say ≥ 200, the pro-
posed approach is able to determine better energy-efficient paths, and so consumes
less energy at each intermediate node while achieving very high MDR.
Energy consumed by ISM and CBRS bands are 0 J for |V | ≤ 200 and 100,
respectively. This is because none of the messages was delivered to their intended
connectivity hub within hard deadlines; therefore they are not desirable for data
communication in rural context (see Fig. 5.6(b)). Moreover, the greedy heuristic also
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determines near-optimal HcE paths and achieves similar energy efficiency and MDR
as that of the DP algorithm using the proposed approach.
Band Selection Analysis
This section investigates how our proposed band selection approach dynamically
chooses suitable band types at the intermediate d-DSA nodes for each message,
thereby enhancing energy efficiency of the network while meeting the QoS. As shown
in Figs. 5.7(a) - 5.7(d), the proposed approach extensively utilizes the ISM and LTE
bands, compared to the other two remaining bands. This is reasonable given that
the simulated rural scenario is characterized by |V | = 200 and d = 45 km, form-
ing a relatively dense d-DSA network topology. Now, given that the message size
L = 250 MB and the hard deadline T = 3 hours, it becomes a suitable case for ISM
and LTE bands to achieve energy-efficient data communications. This is because
these bands are characterized with relatively low transmit power, good bandwidth
and comparatively good coverage.
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Figure 5.7: Band selection analysis: (a) Message sizes, (b) hard deadlines, (c) Source-
destination node pair distances, and (d) Number of d-DSA nodes
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However, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a), for message size L < 250 MB, our dynamic
band selection approach also utilizes the TV band for energy-efficient message trans-
missions. This is because the TV band offers energy-efficient HcE paths for lower
message sizes, thanks to its sufficiently adequate bandwidth (6 MHz) and very high
transmission coverage (several kms). It is interesting to note that messages with size
L = 2000 MB were delivered with hard deadline over the CBRS band only. The
reasons is unlike other bands, the CBRS band offers high bandwidth and therefore
requires very low transmission time and meets hard deadlines, for larger message
sizes.
As shown in Fig. 5.7(b), the proposed approach utilizes the ISM band more with
increasing hard deadline. This is evident because this band, owing to its low transmit
power, can now be utilized along energy-efficient paths that meet hard deadlines, for
larger number of messages.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 5.7(c), for larger source-destination node-pair dis-
tances d > 45 km, the proposed approach again significantly utilizes the TV band
for delivering messages in an energy-efficient manner. Intuitively, the TV bands offer
high transmission coverage, and thus proves to be useful bands for energy-efficient
communications for higher distances. Note that the CBRS bands are rarely utilized
by the proposed approach due to the fact that it offers limited coverage and requires
very high transmit power.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 5.7(d), the proposed approach utilizes the ISM band more
for increasing number of d-DSA nodes. This implies, as the network gets denser, the
ISM band can be utilized for energy-efficient communications at the intermediate
nodes of HcE paths for larger number of messages.
Soft Deadlines Analysis
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed band selection approach
for the infrastructure d-DSA network topology where messages have soft deadlines.
For the experiments, we consider the same rural scenario discussed in the simulation
settings. The values of all parameters including the message size, the number of d-
DSA nodes, and source-destination distance are also kept unchanged. Finally, we set
the desired deadline to Td = 2 hours. The performances are discussed in terms of
message delivery ratio (MDR) and energy efficiency against the maximum tardiness
Tmax and the penalty growth rate α defining the penalty function (see Eq. 5.12).
Figure 5.8(a) shows the values of the penalty function under several settings of
α and Tmax. As expected, the penalty value is 0 before the desired deadline Td (2
hours in our experiments), irrespective of the growth rate, α. However, after Td,
the penalty value grows exponentially, and different values of α strongly influence the
growth rate, making the penalty value more or less dominant in the objective function
in Eq. (5.3). This aspect will be necessary to understand the following results.
Figure 5.8(b) demonstrates the energy consumption by increasing Tmax, under
different settings of α. By keeping the desired deadline Td fixed and increasing Tmax,
there are more potential paths that can be followed. As a result, we can initially
deliver more messages, and consequently increase the energy consumption until the
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Figure 5.8: Soft deadlines: a. Energy Efficiency, b. Message Delivery Ratio (MDR),
and c. Band selection
MDR saturates around 4 hours (see Fig. 5.8(c)). After that time, the value of α
determines the trend of the energy consumption. Specifically, if α is low (0.01, 0.05),
the impact of the penalty function is minimal, and the algorithm would target paths
which may deliver the messages later but are more energy efficient. Conversely, if α is
high (say ≥ 0.1), the penalty function makes these paths unattractive, orienting the
algorithm towards less energy-efficient paths that would deliver the messages sooner.
To further support this observation, Fig. 5.8(d) shows the breakdown of the average
link counts per d-DSA nodes for varying values of penalty growth rate α. Clearly,
as the penalty function becomes more dominant, the LTE bands are preferred over
the ISM bands, since they lower transmission times at the cost of higher energy
consumption, as discussed in Section 4.1.
Figure 5.8(c) depicts the MDR for varying Tmax under different settings of α.
Intuitively, MDR is bound to increase with the increase in Tmax. However, the MDR
remains unaffected by change in α. This is because, provided there exists at least
one valid path for any message that meets soft deadline requirement, our proposed
heuristic would always find a solution (similar to Theorem 5.2.2 for messages with
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hard deadlines).
We do not show the plots for homogeneous band selection approach as they remain
unaffected by the change in Tmax or α. This is because, as shown in Eqs. 4.2 and 4.3,
the message transmission time is directly proportional to the energy consumed for a
fixed pre-determined band. Hence determining an energy-efficient path is equivalent
to determining a path with the least transmission time. It is intuitive that energy
efficiency and MDR achieved by our proposed approach would be significantly better
than the homogeneous band access approaches, irrespective of varying Tmax values
and lower α values. Even for a higher value of α, the energy efficiency achieved by
our proposed approach is either better or comparable to the best homogeneous (LTE)
band as shown in Fig. 5.8(d). Finally, we observe that the MDR and energy efficiency
results corresponding to the soft deadlines are consistent with those corresponding
to the hard deadlines for varying contextual factors, such as message sizes, source-
destination node pair distances, and the number of d-DSA nodes. Such plots are not
shown here for brevity.
To summarize, the proposed band selection approach outperforms the homoge-
neous band access approaches for any message with hard or soft deadlines, in terms
of both energy efficiency and MDR under all contextual factors such as message and
geographical heterogeneity. This concludes that the proposed d-DSA architecture
and dynamic band selection approach are promising solutions for designing energy-
efficient communication systems for ubiquitous connectivity in rural areas.
5.6 Conclusions of This Chapter
In this chapter, we proposed an efficient routing scheme for the envisioned infras-
tructure d-DSA network architecture in rural communities, in which the locations
of the communication devices are fixed. Specifically, we discussed how the proposed
routing approach exploits distinct electro-magnetic characteristics of various spec-
trum bands, and intelligently matches any message requirement at each d-DSA node,
to a suitable band type for achieving the desired QoS requirements, i.e., maximize
energy-efficiency while ensuring pre-specified hard/soft delivery deadlines. Following
this, we formulated the determination of hard deadline constrained energy-efficient
(HcE) path as a linear optimization problem and proved that it is NP-Hard. Subse-
quently, we proposed a pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm to solve
the HcE problem exactly and determine the optimal HcE path (and hence optimal
band at each intermediate node) for any given message. We further proposed a greedy
heuristic that provides a faster yet effective solution to the HcE problem. Addition-
ally, we investigated our proposed (dynamic band selection) routing approach under
scenarios where messages have soft deadlines. Compared to the homogeneous band
access routing approaches, our proposed dynamic routing solution significantly im-
proved the network energy efficiency while meeting various hard and soft delivery
deadlines, irrespective of varying message and geographical heterogeneity.
Though our proposed approach is a good starting point and shows a great poten-
tial for achieving d-DSA network architectures for effective and efficient connectivity
to rural communities, there are several future directions those need to be explored
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and addressed. First, we would reformulate the centralized optimization problem of
determining energy-efficient routes with hard/soft (or no) deadlines by considering (i)
multiple concurrent messages with varying message generation/arrival rates, instead
of a single message, (ii) limited channel availability within each spectrum band, (iii)
infrastructure nodes with potentially MIMO capability (multiple antennas), (iv) lim-
ited memory and computational capability at each d-DSA node, and (v) interference
from other secondary d-DSA nodes. Second, a centralized approach may not always
be feasible in a rural setting, particularly considering the fact it may not always be
feasible to have a dedicated common control channel that would accurately dissemi-
nate the network information in real-time. Hence, we would also investigate designing
a distributed routing approach based on Reinforcement Learning, which bypasses the
need of a dedicated common control channel, and enables each node to choose a
suitable band and next-hop node, only based on the local network information.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 6 Routing with Dynamic yet Sufficiently
Predictable d-DSA Architectures
In this chapter, we design efficient routing strategy, called Diverse DSA aware Routing
(dDSAaR) for time-varying yet sufficiently predictable d-DSA network architectures,
which are based on public transportation vehicles. Such an architecture is particu-
larly suitable for providing connectivity to scenarios, where the fixed infrastructure
is not able to provide the full coverage, a typical scenario in rural setting. In this
chapter, we first model such sufficiently predictable d-DSA networks as time-varying
graph in Section 6.1. Next in Section 6.2, we describe the details of the proposed
dDSAaR protocol. The proposed protocol jointly exploits (i) the electro-magnetic
characteristics of diverse set of spectrum bands, including licensed TV, LTE, CBRS
bands, and unlicensed ISM band, and (ii) sufficiently predictable mobility of public
transportation vehicles, in order to determine suitable message communication routes
in the d-DSA network topology. More specifically, the protocol first gathers histori-
cal network information, such as public transportation mobility patterns and message
sizes. It then uses a novel representation of the time-varying d-DSA network topol-
ogy termed Space-Time-Band (STB) graph, that comprehensively includes spatial,
temporal and band type information. Finally, the protocol computes the suitable
communication route for each message, which includes the set of suitable relay nodes
and the optimal band type at each relay node, such that the selected route enhances
the network quality of service. Finally, we discuss the experimental evaluations in
Section 6.4, and concluding remarks in Section 6.5.
6.1 Network Model
Since the location of nodes, their potential communication interactions over diverse
bands and the channel availability in each spectrum band, and primary users’ activ-
ities co-evolve over time, the d-DSA network can be considered as a time-evolving
network. Unlike [93], such network can be effectively modeled as a sequence of graph
snapshops, rather than a static graph. Each snapshot considers the nodes and their
potential interactions over multiple bands at a certain time instant. Fig. 6.1 illus-
trates an example graph where nodes 1 and 2 can communicate over band 0 at time
instant 0, whereas at time 1, they can communicate over both bands 0 and 1.
Consider a total time duration T , say 24 hours, to be divided into discrete and
equal time slots, such as {0, 1, . . . T}. At a given time slot t, let Gt = {V, S,Et}
be a directed graph that represents the snapshot of d-DSA network, where V is the
set of nodes, S is the set of bands, and Et ⊆ (V × V × S) is the set of directed
communication links between node-pairs over any band at time slot t. We consider
S = {TV, LTE, ISM, CBRS} where DSA is allowed (or in memoranda) by FCC,
however, it can easily be extended to any other (un)licensed bands where DSA is
allowed. Moreover, for ease of presentation, we assume that V is constant over time,
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Figure 6.1: A time-evolving d-DSA network. Solid-black and dashed-brown links
between any two nodes indicates the potential communication link over band types
0 (say TV band) and 1 (say LTE band), respectively.
whereas the set of potential links over different bands may change due to the varying
node positions, primary user’s activities, spectrum transmission range, and so on.
Our approach can be suitably extended to consider scenarios where nodes join and
leave the network. We model the time-evolving d-DSA network as a sequence of such
graph snapshots {Gt|t = 1 . . . T}.
Link existence. At time slot t, two nodes can communicate over a band type s ∈ S
only if their geographical distance is within the communication range γs. Given two
nodes vi, vj ∈ V at time slot t, we define the time varying link function Lt,sij over band
type s to be equal to 1, if vi and vj are within distance γ
s, and 0 otherwise. See
Fig. 6.2 for illustration of link existence function in correspondence with the example
graph shown in Fig. 7.1.
Network traffic. Although there could be messages with arbitrary sizes, we con-
sider M discrete bins of size q, where each bin defines a message type. Consider a
message m =< id, u, d, c, tm > with a unique identifier id, type c (i.e., size cq), gener-
ated by a source u at time tm for a destination node (i.e., a hub) d. Now at an arrival
time t, the message transmission delay 1, 2 incurred in transmitting the message m
1We do not consider channel access (or switching) delay as part of the message transmission
delay (T t,sijc ), as it is usually negligible (in the range of microseconds) compared to the actual data
transmission.
2For simplicity, for a certain message m of type c, we consider that the message transmission
delay T t,sijc do not change for a given band s, for varying geographical locations, and times. This
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Figure 6.2: Time-varying link functions for all pair of nodes over band types 0 and 1
in the considered example d-DSA network graph in Fig. 6.1
from node vi to vj over band s, is given by
T t,sijc =
cq
Rt,sij
=
cq
Bt,sij log2(1 + χ
t,s
ij )
(6.1)
where Rt,sij is the effective bit rate of a channel in band s, and is calculated (using
Shannon-Hartley theorem [74]) as Rt,sij = B
t,s
ij log2
(
1+χt,sij
)
, where Bt,sij and χ
t,s
ij are re-
spectively the channel bandwidth and the received signal power to noise ratio (SINR).
Note that even for the same message type c (or size cq), the transmission delay T t,sijc
varies from one band to another, mainly due to the distinct channel bandwidth Bt,sij
offered by each band. For example, the TV and CBRS bands usually offer channel
bandwidth of 6 and 40− 60 MHz, respectively. Refer to Fig 7.4 for details of typical
bandwidths offered by various bands.
Message transmission. Consider that node vi starts the transmission of message
m at time ta. The transmission is successful only if vi and vj are in the communication
range γs for T t,sijc time units. Conversely, m can be transferred from vi to vj over band
s only if Lt,sij = 1, ∀t ∈ {ta, (ta + T t,sijc )}.
In this work, we consider that a message m needs to be delivered to its destination
node with least network delay, which is possibly the most common performance metric.
(We restrict our discussion to network delay as a performance metric of interest.
assumption ensures that m takes the exact same T t,sijc time units over band s between any node pair
at any location and/or time. However, it is straightforward to adapt the formalism for varying T t,sijc ,
by incorporating path loss factor, noise level etc.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of dDSAaR protocol
However, other metrics, such as energy consumption and number of spatial hops could
be also incorporated.) Hence, the proposed dDSAaR protocol (discussed in the next
section) primarily focuses on determining the least delay cost (LDC) communication
path for each message in the network.
6.2 dDSAaR Routing Protocol
This section describes the proposed diverse DSA aware routing (dDSAaR) protocol
which is at the basis of the d-DSA architecture. Specifically, the protocol works in
two discrete rounds - the bootstrap and the operational rounds (See Fig. 6.3). A
round length is defined by the round trip time of all vehicles (i.e., time duration
between leaving and reaching the depot). Since, the round trip time for a certain
vehicle may vary from another, we consider the least common multiplier of all round
trip times in our experiments. In the bootstrap round, the protocol comprises three
steps - (i) Collection of historic mobility information of data mules, (ii) Construction
of the space-time-band (STB) graph, which provides a comprehensive view of the
dynamic d-DSA network topology across space, time and band dimensions, and (iii)
LDC path computation, where the LDC path is computed for each source-destination
pair, message type c ∈ M and generation/arrival time t ∈ [0, T ]. The resulting
communication paths will represent the routing decision that will be employed for
the next (i.e., operational) round. Specifically, such paths are shared (via hubs) in
the form of STB routing tables with each d-DSA node in the network. Note that,
while only the network manager 3 is active during the bootstrap (and runs all the
three steps), all d-DSA nodes participate in the operational round.
3Recall the envisioned d-DSA architecture based on sufficiently predictable public transportation
vehicle considers a prespecified connectivity hub as the network manager, which has access to the
centralized geo-location whitespace database, and collects vehicle’s mobility information over time.
Refer to Chapter 3 for the details.
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Table 6.1: Spectrum band profile
Band (MHz) Frequency (MHz) Bandwidth (MHz)
TV (54-216, 470-698) 600 3-6
LTE (700-900, 1700-2100) 900 20-30
ISM (2400-2500, 5700-5800) 2400 8-20
CBRS (3500-3700) 3500 40-60
Table 6.2: Overview of STB routing table at a node i
Message
Type
Dest.
Node
Time of Message Forwarding Lookup
0 . . . t . . . t
′
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 dj Store 2,
Forward k,
Band 1
Store 0,
Forward l,
Band 3
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Space-Time-Band (STB) Routing Table. As shown in Table 6.2, the STB
routing table is a 2-D matrix, where the first column represents the message type,
second column the destination node, and the rest represent the time layers (of the
STB graph). For instance, an entry < 2, k, 1 > denotes that a certain message (of
type 1) to be transmitted to destination dj at time t has to be stored (at current node
i) for 2 time units before forwarding to node k over band 1. We refrain from discussing
the selection of a common whitespace channel, out of all unoccupied channels, within
a chosen band 1 between the node pair i and k (at time t) because such issues have
been extensively studied in literature [20, 5]. (The list of whitespace channels in a
certain band will be also shared by network manager along with STB routing table.)
Although, evident from DieselNet (See Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 showing bus routes for two
consecutive rounds. Each color represents a transport vehicle.), the d-DSA network
topology is sufficiently predictable, the network topology on the subsequent bootstrap
and operational rounds may not be exactly the same, possibly due to events, e.g.,
traffic jams, delays and accidents since transport vehicles are involved. To address
this, our protocol allows, during an operational round, a certain message to be stored
at the current node until the next relay node for the current time is available. It is
worth noting that such an approach will likely increase the network delay (also evident
from experiments). Conversely, long term changes, such as new or different vehicle
routes, are handled by a new bootstrap round, thus constructing an updated STB
graph with the recent information. In normal scenarios (with no frequent long-term
changes), one bootstrap will suffice subsequent multiple operational rounds.
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Figure 6.4: Bootstrap Round Figure 6.5: Operational Round
Figure 6.6: Bus route trajectories for two consecutive rounds – bootstrap round
(morning [11 : 00 - 2 : 00] pm) and operational round (evening [2 : 00 - 5 : 00] pm)
on Nov 6, 2007. Each color represents a bus traveling on its route.
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Collection of Historical Network Information
The first step of the proposed protocol is to gather following historical network in-
formation, such as data mules (i.e., buses) mobility traces, Primary users’ locations
and activities, message traffic types, and message traffic requirements.
Data mules Mobility Information. The data mules, either public buses or ser-
vice vehicles, follow predetermined schedules to reach, stay, and leave certain sensor
blocks, as discussed in Chapter 3. For example, in case of DakNet, each bus makes
3 trips to a certain village on each day. Moreover, the bus waits approx. 9 mins at
each stop. Given the fact that our work is based on the recurrent mobility patterns of
data mules, their mobility information become a key part of the forwarding decision.
Message Traffic Information. The messages generated within a sensor block may
have heterogeneous message sizes, which we categorize as different message types as
discussed in Section 6.1. Given the distinct EM properties (esp. transmission range
and channel bandwidth) of various bands, as discussed in Chapter 4, the message
type is also an important factor for the forwarding decision.
Hence according to our protocol, the network manager collects these information
in the current bootstrap round, which are used to calculate the forwarding opportu-
nities in the subsequent (one or more) operational rounds.
Space-Time-Band (STB) Graph
Given the historical mobility information of data mules (collected during bootstrap
round) and the recent spectrum band information (obtained from the whitespace
database), the network manager constructs the series (or sequence) of graph snapshots
{Gt|t = 1 . . . T}, modeling the time-evolving d-DSA network. This series of graphs is
used for the construction of the Space-Time-Band (STB) graph G = (V ,S, E), which
is a novel graph model comprehensively capturing the communication opportunities
across space, time and multiple bands. The proposed STB graph is extended from
the time expanded graph model proposed in the theory of network flows by Ford
and Fulkerson [94]. Primarily, the STB graph G is a layered graph, where each layer
corresponds to a discrete time interval of length τ defined as follows.
Definition 6.2.1 (Discrete time interval τ). Given the graph snapshots {Gt|t =
1 . . . T} of the d-DSA network, the set of message types M, and the set of bands
S, the discrete time interval τ for the STB graph G is defined as the least message
transmission delay T t,sijc for any two nodes vi, vj ∈ V , at any time slot t, for the
smallest message type (i.e., c = 1), over the band with the highest bit rate,
τ = min
s∈S, i,j∈V
T t,sij1 (6.2)
The time interval τ represents the time unit of the STB graph, therefore we also
want the transmission delay T t,sijc and the link function Lt,sij to be expressed with the
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same time resolution. Since these may not be exactly multiple of τ , we proceed as
follows. The transmission delay is upper bounded to the next multiple of τ , and a
message with such transmission delay can be transferred between vi and vj only if
the link function equals 1 for the entire upper bounded transmission delay period, as
detailed in the following.
Approximation of T t,sijc and Lt,sij . We approximate the message transmission de-
lay for every message type over any given band type as a multiple (z) of τ , where
z ∈ {1, 2, . . . Z} and Z is maximum possible message transmission delay, i.e., Z =(
maxt∈T,s∈S,i,j∈V T t,sij|M|
)
.
Example 1. Consider the snapshot of d-DSA network at time slot t = 1 in
Fig. 6.1 and two types of messages c = 1 with message size q = 10 Mb, and c = 2
with message size 2q = 20 Mb. There are also two bands 0 and 1, which offer an
effective bit rate of 6 and 20 Mbps between each node pair, respectively. Then,
τ = min T t,sij1 = 1qB1,2ij1 =
1×10
20
= 0.5 seconds. Since T 1,0ij2 is 2×106 = 3.33, we upper bound
it to the next multiple of τ , that is T 1,0ij2 = 3.5, equivalent to 7τ . Regarding the link
function (Lt,0ij ), consider forwarding a message of type 2 at time t = 1, from node i
to j over band 0. Then, Lt,0ij = 1, ∀t ∈ [1, 1 + T 1,0ij2 ]. Here since T 1,0ij2 = 3.33, the time
interval would be [1, 4.33]. However, we allow this transmission opportunity only if
the link exists during the time interval [1, 4.5], equivalent to the interval [2τ, 9τ ].
Likewise, we approximate the link function for different pair of nodes over any
given band type as a multiple l of τ . Again consider the above snapshot of d-DSA
network at time slot t = 1. Here, τ = 0.5 seconds. Consider forwarding any message
of type 2 starting from time t = 1 seconds, from node i to j over band type 0, then
the link function Lt,0ij = 1, ∀t ∈ [1, 1 + T 1,0ij2 ]. Here since the transmission delay is
T 1,0ij2 = 3.33, the message transmission interval will be [1, 4.33]. We approximate this
time interval by [1, 4.5], equivalent to [2τ, 9τ ]. Here l = (9− 2) = 7.
These approximations of message transmission delays and link functions allow us
to capture all the message transmission and link transition information in the con-
structed STB graph G with a discrete and equal time interval of length τ . Note that,
though we ignore non-zero time interval (< τ) while approximating T t,sijc and Lt,sij to
nearest multiples of τ , it does not negatively impact the actual message transmission.
This is because τ is the least possible message transmission delay, and no messages
can be transmitted in time interval < τ .
Nodes and Structure. Given the series of snapshot {Gt|t = 1 . . . T}, the STB
graph G has a total of (T̂ + 1) layers of nodes, where T̂ = T
τ
. At each layer t, we
create |S| copies of each node vi ∈ V . Specifically, we add a node vt,si for each band
s ∈ S. Thus, the node set V is:
V =
{
vt,si |i ∈ {0, . . . |V |}, s ∈ S, and t ∈ [0, T̂ ]
}
As a result, the total number of nodes is |V | × |S| × (T̂ + 1). There are two types
of communication links in the STB graph G, as described in the following.
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Temporal links. Intuitively, a temporal link represents the possibility of a node
carrying the message between consecutive intervals of time, that is, the message is not
forwarded at time tτ . Formally, a temporal link (vt,si , v
(t+1),s
i ) connects two instances
of a node vi in band s ∈ S across two consecutive layers corresponding to tτ and
(t+ 1)τ . An example of temporal link is shown in Fig. 6.7. The set of temporal links
(Eo) in the STB graph G is as follows:
Eo =
{
(vt,si , v
(t+1),s
i )|i ∈ V , s ∈ S, and t ∈ [0, T̂ ]
}
Figure 6.7: Example of temporal links of an STB graph G. Each layer corresponds
to a discrete time interval τ in the network lifetime. A temporal link connects the
same node over a certain band type.
Spatial links. A spatial link represents a communication possibility from a node
vi to vj, over a band s at time t. Formally, a spatial link is a tuple (v
t,s
i , v
t′,s
j ), where
t′ = (t+ T t,sijc ). Such link is added to the graph G, if vi and vj are in communication
range over band s during that time period, as specified by the link function. An
example of Spatial Links in shown in Fig 6.8. For simplicity, we only show the
spatial links that go from node v
0,(.)
0 (at layer 0 and band type, either 0 or 1) to v
t,(.)
3 ,
(different layers and band types), and 0 < t ≤ 3,. Any spatial link connects different
nodes over band type 0 (black line) and band type 1 (blue line) across different layers
(corresponding to link delay cost). Moreover, a red dotted line shows that a node v0
can switch from one band 0 to another type 1 within the same layer 0 (i.e., with no
link delay cost).As a result, the set of all spatial links ET , for a certain transmission
delay T , is calculated as:
ET =
{
(vt,si , v
(t+T ),s
j )|i, j ∈ V, s ∈ S, t ∈ [0, T̂ ], and Lt,sij = 1, ∀{(tτ, (t+ T )τ)}
}
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Note that at most (Tmax × |S| × (|S| − 1)) spatial links (corresponding to each
spatial link delay over each band type) may exist in G. Here, Tmax is the maximum
possible message transmission delay, computed as Tmax =
(
max s∈S,i,j∈V T t,sij|M|
)
.
Example 2. Let v0 and v3 are in communication range over band types 0 and
1 for a time interval [0, 1], i.e., Lt,003 = L
t,1
03 = 1, ∀t ∈ [0, 1]. Consider τ = 0.5, and
messages of (i) type 1, which takes τ time units over both bands 0 and 1, and (ii)
type 2 that takes 2τ and τ time units over band 0 and 1, respectively. Then, following
spatial links would exist in G – (v0,00 , v1,03 ), (v0,00 , v2,03 ) and (v0,10 , v1,13 ) spatial links.
Figure 6.8: Spatial Links of the STB graph G.
Overall, the complete set of communication links E is E = Eo∪
(
∪T ∈{1...Tmax}ET
)
.
Note that we do not consider the switching of a certain node from one band to another
as a separate link (See the dotted red line in Fig. 6.8). This is because, as previously
discussed, the channel access delay is negligible and thereby, does not affect the LDC
path computation (even if not integrated in the STB graph).
Link delay cost. We define the cost we of a link e ∈ E as its message transmission
delay. In the case of temporal links, we = τ , while we for spatial links is defined by
the transmission delay (recall that is always a multiple of τ).
6.3 Least Delay Cost (LDC) Path Computation
In this section, we discuss the details of the third step of the proposed dDSAaR routing
protocol, i.e., LDC path computation for each source-destination pair, corresponding
to each message type inM and generation time. Before delving into the details of the
proposed algorithm that determines the least delay path for each source-destination
node pair, we formulate the LDC path determination as an optimization problem.
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Problem Formulation
In this section, we formulate the problem of determining the least end-to-end delay
cost (LDC) path route 4 for each message type c ∈ M and generation (or arrival)
time t ∈ [0, T̂ ] as an optimization problem. The inputs to the problem are the STB
graph, c, t, the source node u, and destination node v.
Variables. We introduce two variables δ+(vt,si ) and δ
−(vt,si ) respectively to denote
the set of incoming links and outgoing links at any node vt,si in STB graph. Then, we
introduce a binary decision variable xe which equals 1, if the message can be forwarded
over a link e ∈ E . Recall that a certain message (originating at any time layer tτ) can
only be forwarded over a link e if it meets one of the following conditions: (i) link e
is a temporal link that connects successive layers [tτ, (t+ 1)τ ] in STB graph, (ii) link
e is a spatial link over a certain band s ∈ S, and connects two layers [tτ, (t + we)τ ],
where the link delay cost, we = T t,sijc .
Objective function. As shown in Eq. 6.3, the objective is to determine the
least delay cost path for each source-destination node pair in the STB graph.
Constraints. Eq. 6.4 is a typical flow constraint to ensure the consistency of the
routing scheme, i.e., there must exist a path from source u to the destination node v.
It also ensures that once a message reaches to a node, then it must also depart from
the same node.
Expression 7.12 denotes the binary decision variable.
Minimize
∑
e∈E
wexe (6.3)
∑
e∈δ−(vt,si )
xe −
∑
e∈δ+(vt,si )
xe =

−1, if vt,si = u
1, if vt,si = v
0, otherwise
∀i (6.4)
xe ∈ {0, 1}, ∀e (6.5)
Note that the spectrum constraints, e.g., signal to noise (SNR) ratio, maximum
allowable transmit power, unique access to a certain spectrum band at transmitter
and receiver, and offered transmission coverage, are integrated in the spatial link in
the STB graph. Also, although we consider the optimization problem for a given
message, it will also work well for multiple messages. This is because a spatial link
utilizing a certain band type comprises several channels, which can be concurrently
accessed by multiple messages (should they choose the same band type in the same
geographical location at the same time instance); unless in the unlikely rare event (as
in rural areas considered in the work) that the number of such messages exceed the
total number of available (unoccupied) channels in that band. Intuitively enough,
a temporal link does not have any such issues with multiple messages, since a node
usually have sufficient memory to store multiple messages.
4Though our focus in this chapter is to determine LDC paths (with least network delay), the
proposed Space-Time-Band (STB) graphs are extensible to incorporate alternative performance
optimizations, e.g., least number of spatial hops, least energy cost with hard or soft deadlines, etc.
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Proposed LDC algorithm
In this subsection, we discuss the proposed LDC algorithm for determining the min-
imum delay path between each source-destination pair, given the STB graph, a mes-
sage of type c ∈M and the message arrival time t ∈ [0, T̂ ]. Specifically, the algorithm
determines the next relay node and selects the band for that node, starting at the
source and ending at the destination. The path may include temporal edges, repre-
senting the choice of storing the message at the current node while waiting for better
transmission opportunities in the future. Note that, we may apply the Floyd-Warshall
algorithm to compute the shortest (least delay) paths between all pairs of nodes in
a graph [78]. However, this algorithm will have a time complexity of O(|V|3|S|3T̂ 3),
where |V| is the number of nodes, |S| is the number of band types, and (T̂ + 1) is
the number of layers in STB graph. Since in the STB graph, we have a copy of each
node in the network for each band and time layer, and since the number of time
layers is high due to the potential small value of τ , such straightforward approach is
impractical.
To overcome this issue, we propose a faster algorithm that exploits the properties
of the STB graph to reduce the search space and achieve a better complexity of
O(|V |3T̂ ).
Formal properties of LDC path over STB graph. The following theorems
present two properties of the STB graph which are at the basis of our proposed LDC
algorithm.
Theorem 6.3.1 (Band Invariant Property). Let p(u, v) denote the LDC path from
a source u to a destination v in the STB graph. The optimal band between two
consecutive nodes vt,∗i , v
t′,∗
j , with i 6= j and t′ ∈ (t, T̂ ]), in the path p(u, v) is the band
that offers least delay for which a transmission opportunity (a spatial link) exists,
where (*) represents a certain band s ∈ S.
Proof. (by contradiction) Let wi be the transmission delay of the band si selected
for spatial link between vt,∗i and v
t′,∗
j in the LDC path p(u, v). Consider, this is not
the band with the least delay. This implies that there exists another band sj with
delay wj, such that wj < wi, for which a spatial link exists between v
t,∗
i and v
t′,∗
j . We
can now construct a path p′(u, v) where we substitute si with sj for the spatial link
between vt,∗i and v
t′,∗
j . Since wj < wi, the weight of p
′(u, v) is less than that of p(u, v).
However, this is a contradiction since p(u, v) is the LDC path between u and v.
The above theorem allows us to consider only one spatial link between two nodes
in consecutive layers of the STB graph, corresponding to the optimal band with
least delay, thus reducing the search space and ultimately the complexity. (It is
straightforward to extend this approach to other metrics of interest, such as energy
minimization.)
Theorem 6.3.2 (Delay Invariant Property). Let W (p(u, v), c, t) be the delay of the
LDC path p(u, v) between the source u and destination v for messages of type c at
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time layer t in the STB graph. The LDC path between the same node pair starting at
(t−∆t) has the following delay:
W (p(u, v), c, (t−∆t)) ≤ W (p(u, v), c, t) + ∆t
Proof. The LDC path starting at (t−∆t) can be, in the worst case, the same path from
node u to which we append additional temporal links from (t−∆t) until time t, and
then follow the same path to node v. In this case, the equality W (p(u, v), c, t−∆t) =
W (p(u, v), c, t) + ∆t holds. Nevertheless, by starting earlier, there may exist better
alternative paths, reducing the delay of the LDC path, and thereby proving the
theorem.
This theorem suggests that sending a message over a transmission opportunity is
always better than keeping the message. This idea is utilized in the initialization step
of our algorithm.
Algorithm Description. Our proposed LDC algorithm is based on dynamic pro-
gramming (DP) and comprises two steps: Initialization and LDC Path determination.
The algorithm is executed for each message type c ∈M to obtain the complete STB
routing table. Let us now introduce the notion of spatio-temporal (ST) intermediate
node.
Definition 6.3.1 (ST intermediate node). Consider a path p =< vt1,∗1 , v
t2,∗
2 , . . . , v
tl−1,∗
l−1 , v
tl,∗
l >,
an intermediate node is any node vti,∗i such that v
ti,∗
i ∈ {vt2,∗2 , . . . , v
tl−1,∗
l−1 }, i.e., except
vt1,∗1 and v
tl,∗
l . Note that, the same node v
t,∗
i may appear multiple times at different
time periods t ∈ [0, T̂ ], however are not considered as ST intermediate nodes.
Consider the LDC path pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ) from a node v
ti,∗
i to another node v
tj ,∗
j , with
ti < tj, such that the ST intermediate nodes are in the subset {vt1,∗1 , . . . , vtk,∗k } ⊆ V .
In other words, pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ) is the LDC path that is calculated only using the first
k nodes as ST intermediate nodes. We exploit DP to define a recursive relation
that is used to efficiently calculate the LDC path delay W (pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti) given
W (pk−1(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti), for a message type c ∈M at arrival time ti ∈ [0, T̂ ].
When k = 0, the path p0(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ) cannot contain any intermediate node. As a
result, the path can be composed only by temporal links from vti,∗i to itself, i.e., v
t,∗
i
at a later time t ∈ (ti, tj), until a spatial link exists between vt,∗i and v
tj ,∗
j . If multiple
spatial links to v
tj ,∗
j exist from the same node v
ti,∗
i at different times ti ∈ [0, tj) over
different bands, the link that results in the minimum overall delay is chosen:
W (p0(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti) = min
ti∈[0,tj)
(
ti + min
s∈S
T ti,sijc
)
This operation utilizes the spectrum invariant property (Theorem 6.3.1). If no
spatial link exists, then
W (p0(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti) =∞
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When k > 0, there are two cases.
Case 1. If pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ) does not contain node v
tk,∗
k as an intermediate node, then all
of its intermediate nodes are in {vt1,∗1 , . . . v
tk−1,∗
k−1 }. Then, the delay of the LDC path
W (pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti) is the same as W (pk−1(v
ti
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti).
Case 2. If pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ) uses v
tk,∗
k as an intermediate node, then pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ) can
be broken into two sub-paths: one sub-path p1k−1(v
ti,∗
i , v
tk,∗
k ) from v
ti,∗
i to v
tk,∗
k , and
p2k−1(v
tk,∗
k , v
tj ,∗
j ) goes from v
tk,∗
k to v
tj ,∗
j . Since these two paths can only contain
the nodes in {vt1,∗1 , . . . v
tk−1,∗
k−1 } as intermediate nodes, the delay of the LDC path
W (pk(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti) is the minimum betweenW (pk−1(v
ti,∗
i , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, ti) andW (p
1
k−1(v
ti,∗
i , v
tk,∗
k ), c, ti)
+W (p2k−1(v
tk,∗
k , v
tj ,∗
j ), c, tk). Notice that, the start time tk for second sub-path p
2
k−1(v
tk,∗
k , v
tj ,∗
j )
would be given by ti + W (p
1
k−1(v
ti,∗
i , v
tk,∗
k ), c, ti), i.e., the summation of message arrival
time and the delay for first sub-path p1k−1(v
tk,∗
k , v
tj ,∗
j ).
By applying the above recursive relation iteratively, until k = |V | and t = T̂ , we
can obtain the final solution as the LDC path for each source-destination pair for a
given message type c generated at a certain time layer t ∈ [0, T̂ ].
(Step 1) Initialization. It computes the base case for all node-pairs and times. In
this phase (as shown in Algorithm 3), for each message type c, we initialize the LDC
delay path W (p0(v
t,∗
i , v
t+1,∗
j ), c, t) to 1 (recall that the time unit for the STB graph is
τ , as discussed in Section 6.2), for each temporal link between consecutive time layers
t and (t+ 1) (Lines 4 - 5). Moreover, for a spatial link (Lines 7 - 10), we compute the
optimal band (i.e., with least link delay w), and then initialize W (p0(v
t,∗
i , v
t+w,∗
j ), c, t)
to w, provided that the following conditions are met: (i) the nodes vt,∗i and v
t+w,∗
j are
in communication range for the entire duration of [t, (t+w)], and (ii) the delivery of
message of type c from vt,∗i to v
t+w,∗
j does not exceed the total time period, i.e., T̂ .
This operation is based on the band invariant property (Theorem 6.3.1).
When there exists a worse LDC path from a node vt,∗i to v
t′,∗
j at time layer t, com-
pared to the path at next layer (t+1), then we update the delay W (p0(v
t,∗
i , v
t+1,∗
j ), c, t)
to W (p0(v
t+1,∗
i , v
t′,∗
j ), c, t+1) + 1 (lines 11-12). Here, v
t,∗
i uses a temporal link to reach
to vt+1,∗i , and then uses the path p0(v
t+1,∗
i , v
t′,∗
j ) to get to the final node v
t′,∗
j . This
operation significantly reduces the search space and also, does not affect the optimal
LDC path, as shown in Theorem 6.3.2 (delay invariant property). Finally, we keep
track of path and optimal bands in matrices P and S, respectively.
(Step 2) LDC Path Determination. After the first step, in Algorithm 4, we apply
the recursive formula to compute W (pk(v
t,∗
i , v
t′,∗
j ), c, t) given W (pk−1(v
t,∗
i , v
t+w,∗
k ), c, t)
and W (pk−1(v
t+w,∗
k , v
t′,∗
j ), c, t + w), where w is equivalent to W (pk−1(v
t,∗
i , v
t+w,∗
k ), c, t)
(see lines 1-9).
Time complexity: The algorithms 3 and 4 have time complexity of O(|V|2×|S|×T̂ )
and O(|V|3 × T̂ ), respectively. Since the size of |S| is negligible compared to that of
|V|, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(|V |3 × T̂ ).
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Algorithm 3: Initialization
Input: Discrete time interval τ , Link existence function, L(i, j, s, t1, t2), where
i, j ∈ V , s ∈ S, t1, t2 ∈ {0, . . . , T̂}, message type c (message size qc)
Output: LDC path W (i, j, c, t) path, only based on temporal links and a
single spatial link. Also, the path and band tracking matrices
P (i, j, c, t), and S(i, j, c, t), respectively.
1 Initialize W (i, j, c, t) = ∞, P (i, j, c, t) = S(i, j, c, t) = −1, ∀i, j, c, t for
t← (T̂ − 1) to 0 do
2 for i← 0 to V do
3 for j ← 0 to V do
4 if i == j then
5 W (i, j, c, t) = 1, P (i, j, c, t) = i
6 else
7 for s = 0 to S do
8 delay cost, w =
⌈
qc
τ×R(i,j,s,t)
⌉
(in terms of τ)
9 if (t+ w) ≤ T̂ and W (i, j, c, t) > w and
L(i, j, s, t, (t+ w)) 6=∞ then
10 W (i, j, c, t) = w, P (i, j, c, t) = i, S(i, j, c, t) = s
11 if (t+ 1) ≤ T̂ and W (i, j, c, t) > W (i, j, c, (t+ 1)) + 1 then
12 W (i, j, c, t) = W (i, j, c, (t+ 1)) + 1 P (i, j, c, t) = P (i, j, c, (t+ 1))
6.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of d-DSA architecture utilizing dDSAaR
protocol against the conventional non-DSA and DSA architectures that utilizes a
standard DTN routing protocol (restricted to a single band).
Simulation Setting
We consider a simulation setting with 3 connectivity hubs and 8 sensor blocks, each
equipped with a dropbox and 40-60 sensing nodes. For the data mules’ mobility, we
consider the vehicle mobility traces from a real vehicular testbed, DieselNet [95], that
comprises 35 public transport vehicles operating in a 400 sq. kilometers surrounding
the UMass Amherst campus. Among these buses, 20 are on the road everyday on an
average. We only consider those buses having enough GPS traces (≥ 60% of time
instances). This results into an average of 9 buses everyday. In the following, we
show the experimental results for the first week of November, 2007 (i.e, November 1
- 7, 2007).
We take the round length to be T = 3 hours, for it is the least common multiplier
of all round trip times of all buses across different days for the considered week. Since
the dDSAaR protocol requires a bootstrap round to construct the STB graph and
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Algorithm 4: LDC Path determination
Input: W (i, j, c, t), P (i, j, c, t), and S(i, j, c, t) where i, j ∈ V , t ∈ {0, . . . T̂},
and c
Output: W (i, j, c, t), considering all temporal and spatial links in the STB
graph
1 for k ← 0 to V do
2 for i← 0 to V do
3 for j ← 0 to V do
4 for t← 0 to T̂ do
5 Curr. path delay, wcurr = W (i, j, c, t) w1 = W (i, k, c, t), w2 =∞
6 if (t+ w1) < T̂ then
7 w2 = W (k, j, c, (t+ w1))
8 if w1 + w2 < wcurr then
9 W (i, j, c, t) = w1 + w2, P (i, j, c, t) = P (k, j, c, (t+ w1))
S(i, j, c, t) = S(k, j, c, (t+ w1))
compute LDC paths, we allocate 3 hour time window in the morning (11 am - 2
pm) as the bootstrap round. Then we consider another 3 hour time window in the
afternoon (2 pm - 5 pm) as the operational round, where the performance of the d-
DSA architecture and conventional non-DSA/DSA architectures are analyzed. (We
re-run bootstrap round on each day as we observe that some buses change routes on
different days.) Figs 6.4 and 6.5 depict the vehicle mobility routes for bootstrap and
operation rounds for November 1, 2007, where each color denotes a unique bus across
the subsequent rounds.
The sensor blocks and the connectivity hubs are randomly placed within the
UMass Amherst campus and the surrounding county. All the sensing nodes and
dropboxes are randomly placed within a radius of interval [0.5 - 1] km of a certain
sensor block. The messages are generated in bursts at each sensing node. The inter-
arrival time between bursts is drawn from an exponential distribution with mean of
5 minutes, and each burst contains [10 - 30] messages. The message size is chosen
randomly as 1, 10, 50, 100, 250, 500, or 750 Mb.
We consider the allowable transmit power (by FCC) for all bands – 1 W for ISM
band, 4 W for TV and LTE bands, and 10 W for CBRS band. Fig. 7.4 illustrates the
complete details of the operating frequency and offered channel bandwidth in each
band. The values of various controlling parameters are as follows: path loss factor
= 2.5 (rural area), received power threshold = −85 dBm, signal to interference noise
ration (SINR) = −120 dBm. These parameters are used to compute realistic values
of the transmission range (using Frii’s Transmission Equation [72]), and effective
bit rate (using Shannon Hartley Theorem [74]), for each band. Finally, the energy
consumed at a certain node is computed as the product of the transmit power and
message transmission delay, T (similar to the energy consumption model presented
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in Chapter 4).
Performance Metrics.
For the evaluation of the d-DSA architecture and the conventional non-DSA/DSA
architecture, we consider the following performance metrics:
• Message Delivery Ratio (MDR) - the fraction of the total unique messages
delivered to the connectivity hubs divided by the total messages generated in
the sensor blocks;
• Network Delay - the average latency incurred in delivering the generated mes-
sages from the sensor blocks to the connectivity hubs;
• Message Overhead - the number of message copies with respect to the number
of unique messages generated;
• Energy Expenditure - the average amount of energy dissipated at each d-DSA
node to transfer the messages from the sensor blocks to the hubs.
Comparison Approaches.
While the proposed d-DSA architecture utilizes the dDSAaR protocol, unless oth-
erwise stated, we consider Epidemic routing (ER) protocol [45] as the underlying
routing protocol for conventional non-DSA/DSA architectures; because the ER pro-
tocol replicates and forwards messages to every encountering nodes, and thus offers
the highest message delivery and least network delay. Besides, we also investigate
other two standard protocols for non-DSA/DSA architectures, namely (i) Hot potato
routing (HP) - a node forwards a message to the earliest encountering node., and
(ii) Spray and Wait routing (SnW) [47] - A source node initially starts with L copies
(Spray Phase). Next, each node (source or relay) with L > 1 copies forwards dL
2
e
copies to another encountering node (with no copies) and keeps bL
2
c for itself. When
a node is left with only one copy, it switches to the direct transmission mode. For
our experiments, we consider L = 25 copies.
For extensive analysis, we also evaluate the d-DSA architecture utilizing extended
spectrum-aware standard protocols, i.e., Spectrum-aware ER (S-ER), Spectrum-aware
HP (S-HP), and Spectrum-aware SnW (S-SnW), to harness the availability of multi-
ple bands and utilize the suitable (least delay) band to communicate with any neigh-
bor node (within the rules of the protocol). For example, S-ER operates such that
each node computes the list of neighbors (that are in the communication range over
each band); and then for each neighbor, it computes the suitable band and forwards
the message on that chosen band.
Experimental Results.
Now, we discuss the experimental results for the d-DSA architecture utilizing dDSAaR
against the non-DSA/DSA architectures utilizing standard (single band) ER proto-
col and additionally, the d-DSA architecture utilizing spectrum-aware protocols (i.e.,
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S-ER, S-SnW, and S-HP), in terms of all aforestated metrics. For the clarity of the
plots, we do not show the results for standard HP and SnW protocols. However, HP
and SnW show similar behavior with respect to ER (as that of S-HP and S-SnW
against S-ER as discussed in the following). Besides, we show the results for the
d-DSA architecture using dDSAaR in an ideal (highly predictable) scenario (where
the mobility patterns across bootstrap and operational rounds are the same).
Message Delivery Ratio Analysis. Fig. 6.9 shows that the proposed d-DSA
architecture utilizing the dDSAaR protocol achieves, on average, better MDR com-
pared to that of conventional non-DSA/DSA architectures utilizing the standard ER
protocol, for varying simulation times. This is because, unlike conventional archi-
tectures, the d-DSA architecture offers multiple communication links (formed over
diverse bands) between each node pair, for the dDSAaR protocol to successfully de-
liver each message. Among the single band approaches, the LTE band performs the
best as it offers both high communication range and bit rate. The ISM band, due to
its very poor range, suffer the most.
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Figure 6.9: Message Delivery Ratio vs Simulation Time
The d-DSA architecture utilizing S-ER offers slightly better MDR than d-DSA ar-
chitecture utilizing dDSAaR, further highlighting the benefits of the proposed d-DSA
architecture (and usage of diverse DSA radio devices). However, S-ER incurs very
high message overhead (see Fig. 6.10) because it replicates each message and for-
wards to each encountering 1-hop node on a chosen band. On contrary, the dDSAaR
protocol incurs negligible overhead (just 1) for it utilizes the pre-computed routing
table (during bootstrap round) to route each message in the network. The S-SnW
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Table 6.3: Average percentage of band usage by each of the underlying routing pro-
tocol in the proposed d-DSA network architecture
Protocol Spatial Links Temporal
Links
TV LTE ISM CBRS
dDSAaR 8.03% 7.84% 0% 5.37% 78.75%
dDSAaR
(Ideal)
8.21% 7.08% 0% 5.21% 79.5%
S-ER 43.57% 35.57% 1.14% 19.71% N/A
S-SnW 49.7% 32.6% 0.8% 16.9% N/A
S-HP 0% 0% 0% 0% N/A
(with bounded yet high overhead) performs almost similar to S-ER whereas S-HP
does the worst. Note that in ideal scenarios, the d-DSA architecture using dDSAaR
protocol offers the best MDR and that also with overhead 1.
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Figure 6.10: Message Overhead vs Simulation Time
Network Delay Analysis. As shown in Fig. 6.11, the d-DSA architecture utilizing
dDSAaR consumes relatively higher network delay compared to other approaches, for
varying simulation times. This is because unlike ER and SnW (and their spectrum-
aware versions), dDSAaR utilizes precomputed LDC path to route messages, and
stores the messages (i.e., temporal links) if needed, instead of flooding the network
(See Table 6.3). Among individual band approaches, the TV band (with highest
range) and ISM band (with lowest range) perform the best and worst, respectively.
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Intuitively enough, given the ideal scenario, the proposed architecture yields the
lowest network delay.
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Figure 6.11: Network Delay vs Simulation Time
Energy Expenditure Analysis. Fig. 6.12 shows that the proposed d-DSA ar-
chitecture employing dDSAaR incurs notably lower energy expenditure compared to
other approaches, irrespective of the simulation times. The huge saving in energy
can be attributed to negligible overhead (Fig. 6.10), and high utilization of temporal
links which consume no energy (Table 6.3). Intuitively, the architecture with S-ER,
experiences the worst energy expenditure due to very high overhead. Similarly, the
TV band, characterized by poor bit rate, suffers from poor energy expenditure as it
incurs very high transmission delay. ISM and S-HP consume less energy, however,
their MDR is negligible.
Varying node densities. For varying node densities, we vary the number of data
mules from one to nine, while the sensor blocks and hubs are kept unchanged. Figs.
6.13 - 6.16) show that the MDR, as expected, improves with increase in number of
data mules. The network delay gradually decreases (until 3 mules) and remains more
or less constant with increase in number of data mules. This can be attributed to
the increased path route options due to the increased number of data mules in the
network. The results for message overhead and energy expenditure are also consistent
with previous results.
Analysis. Though the proposed d-DSA network architecture with dDSAaR pro-
tocol suffers from relatively higher network delay, our approach does really well in
terms of all other metrics. In ideal (highly predictable) environments, our approach
excels in all metrics, including network delay. Hence, the d-DSA architecture, along
with dDSAaR, is a promising solution for improved rural connectivity.
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6.5 Conclusion of This Chapter
In this chapter, we proposed a novel diverse DSA aware Routing (dDSAaR) protocol
for time-varying d-DSA network architectures with sufficiently predictable mobiles
nodes, as in the case of public transportation vehicles. This architecture is par-
ticularly suitable for providing connectivity to rural communities, where the fixed
infrastructure is not able to provide full coverage, a typical scenario in rural setting.
Specifically, the proposed dDSAaR protocol jointly exploits EM characteristics of
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Figure 6.15: Network Delay vs Number of Data Mules
various spectrum bands and sufficiently predictable mobility of public transportation
vehicles, and is based on the novel representation of time-varying d-DSA network
topology, termed Space-Time-Band (STB) graph, that comprehensively captures the
communication opportunities across the space, time, and multiple bands. Our experi-
ments on the real UMass DieselNet dataset demonstrate that the proposed d-DSA ar-
chitecture, utilizing dDSAaR routing, notably outperforms conventional single-band
DSA architectures, utilizing standard routing protocols, and also d-DSA architecture
using spectrum-aware versions in terms of several important metrics, such as, mes-
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sage delivery ratio, message overhead, energy expenditure, at the expense of a slight
increase in network delay. Nevertheless, the delay improves with higher predictable
mobility.
In the future, we plan to validate our routing approach with large-scale real and
synthetic datasets. Furthermore, we will extend the STB graph by including an ad-
ditional dimension, namely the possibility of nodes have multiple antennas (MIMO
capability). Finally, the proposed routing protocol based on STB graph, is a cen-
tralized algorithm, which again may not be always feasible in rural setting. Hence,
we would investigate designing efficient distributed routing strategies for such time-
varying yet predictable d-DSA networks utilizing techniques, particularly reinforce-
ment learning.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 7 Routing in Time-varying d-DSA
Network Architectures with Unpredictable
Mobility
In this chapter, we consider the challenging case of d-DSA network architectures
for rural communities, in which the component nodes (equipped with d-DSA radio
devices) may have unpredictable mobility (e.g., private cars). This results in a d-
DSA aware delay tolerant network (d-DSA DTN) in which each node can utilize
multiple communication opportunities over diverse spectrum bands, if available. We
first model the d-DSA DTN network as a time-evolving graph in Section 7.1. We
then highlight the shortcomings of routing schemes originally designed for standard
(single-band) DTNs, while dealing with such d-DSA DTNs in Section 7.2. Following
this, in Section 7.3 we formulate an integer linear programming (ILP) optimization
problem that aims to determine a suitable path route for each message traffic in such
a network, such that the end-to-end network delay is minimized. Since this would
require complete knowledge of topology dynamics and future message traffic demands,
it becomes an impractical solution for such d-DSA DTNs, which are both dynamic and
unpredictable. Hence, in Section 7.4, we propose an efficient lightweight d-DSA aware
Geographical Routing (dDSA-GR) protocol, which is based on georouting principle,
and determines a path route, i.e., optimal spectrum band at each node, and next
hop relay node, that minimizes end-to-end delay for each message in such d-DSA
DTNs. Finally in Section 7.5, we compare the proposed dDSA-GR protocol against
the standard (single-band) GR protocol, and other two benchmark DTN routing
protocols, namely Epidemic and Spray and Wait, and also their extended d-DSA
aware versions. Results on realistic traces based on the map of Lexington city, KY,
USA show that the proposed dDSA-GR protocol achieves much better network delay,
message delivery, energy efficiency, and negligible message overhead, compared to
standard GR, ER, and SnW routing protocols, and their extended d-DSA versions.
7.1 Network Model
Since the location of d-DSA nodes, particularly urban vehicles, primary user’s ac-
tivities, communication opportunities over various spectrum bands, and the channel
availability within each band may evolve over time, we model the d-DSA delay tol-
erant network (d-DSA DTN) as a time-evolving graph. Refer to the simple example
d-DSA DTN graph illustrated in Fig. 6.1 (in Chapter 6), where nodes 1 and 2 can
communicate over band 0 at time instant 0, whereas at time instant 1, they can com-
municate over both spectrum bands 0 and 1. Consider the total time duration T to
be divided into discrete and equal time slots, such as, {0, 1, . . . t . . . T}, then at a given
time slot t, let Gt = (V t, St, Et) be a directed graph that represents the snapshot of
the d-DSA DTN network at time slot t. Here V t, St, and Et respectively represent
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the set of d-DSA nodes, (i.e., urban vehicles and gateways), set of spectrum bands,
and set of direction communication links (or opportunities) between any node-pair
over any spectrum band at time slot t. A link esij ∈ E is the directed communication
link from node i to j over band s ∈ S. Let tsij denote the link delay incurred in
transmitting a certain message packet over a communication link esij. Note that a
link eij between nodes i and j over band s is only existent in graph G if it meets the
following conditions – (i) nodes i and j are at a geographical distance d less than or
equal to the communication range γs over band s, i.e., d ≤ γs, and (ii) there exists
a free channel in band s at both nodes i and j. For ease of presentation, we assume
that V t and St are constant over time, i.e., V t = V , and St = S, ∀t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}.
However, our approach can be easily extended to consider d-DSA DTN scenarios
where nodes join and leave the network.
7.2 Issues with Standard DTN routing protocols
In this section, we provide a brief overview of two standard routing strategies, namely
Epidemic Routing [45] and Spray and Wait Routing [47], originally designed for the
standard (single-band) DTNs. Following this, we highlight the shortcomings of such
DTN routing strategies, while dealing with d-DSA DTNs, and thus motivating the
need for designing new routing strategy for such d-DSA DTNs.
Standard DTN Routing Protocols: A brief overview
Epidemic Routing (ER) [45] - The ER protocol is flooding-based routing proto-
col. In this protocol, a node replicates and forwards messages to all of its neighboring
nodes (i.e., in communication range of each other). This forwarding operation is
repeated at each encountering node, and thus, offers very high packet delivery and
low network latency. However note that, this protocol is susceptible to huge message
overhead, thus suffers from very high energy expenditure.
Spray and Wait Routing (SnW) [47] - The SnW protocol is a controlled
flooding-based routing protocol. In this protocol, the source node of a certain mes-
sage initially starts with a prespecified L message copies. Then, any node i, either
source or relay, that has L > 1 message copies, and encounters another node B (with
no copies), it hands over dn
2
e copies to the encountering node j and keeps bn
2
c for
itself. When node i is left with only one copy, it switches to direct transmission, and
forwards the message only to the destination node. Here, the worst-case message
overhead would be at most L.
Let us look at three examples of standard Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) and
a d-DSA aware DTN as shown in Fig. 7.1. From the figure it is clear that in
standard DTN, a certain node is restricted to utilize a pre-specified fixed band, and
therefore can only communicate with any other node over the prespecified band. On
contrary, in case of d-DSA DTN, a node can utilize various spectrum bands and can
communicate with other node over any chosen band. Hence, considering that there
exists S set of bands, then |S| potential communication interactions (or links) may
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Figure 7.1: First three networks are examples of standard Delay Tolerant Networks
(DTNs), where each node is restricted to communicate with any other node over a
fixed band – be it band 0 (in DTN I), band 1 (in DTN II), and band 2 (in DTN III).
Last network is an example of d-DSA DTN network where each node has utilize any
of the considered three bands, i.e., Band 0, Band 1, and Band 2.
be possible between any node pair in the d-DSA DTN network, whereas only one link
is possible in a standard DTN network.
Additionally from our discussion in Chapter 4, we know that EM characteristics,
such as, transmission range and channel bandwidth, of various spectrum bands are
distinct and unique to a certain band. For instance, TV band offers a very good cov-
erage (usually tens of kms), however poor channel bandwidth (6 MHz), whereas ISM
band offers a low channel bandwidth (usually 11 MHz), and transmission coverage
(in range of few hundred meters). On contrary, CBRS band has a poor coverage,
however, very high channel bandwidth (40-60 MHz). Finally, the LTE band has both
high coverage (in range of few kms) and channel bandwidth (usually 20 MHz). A
d-DSA node can harness these EM properties of various bands whereas a standard
wireless device is restricted to a pre-specified fixed band.
Finally, let us note the following two important observations: (i) the cardinality
of neighbors for a certain node (say i) in the d-DSA DTN greatly varies depending
on the selected spectrum band. For example, if the chosen band is TV band (with
high transmission coverage), then the node i will likely have a very high number of
neighbors, whereas node i would have very few neighbors if the chosen band is CBRS
band (due to its poor coverage), and (ii) the incurred delay in transmitting a certain
message from a node i to another node j will vary significantly from one node another.
For instance, the incurred delay in transmitting a certain message in TV band (with
less channel bandwidth) will likely be much higher than that of CBRS band (with
very high channel bandwidth).
Now, since the ER and SnW routing protocols were originally proposed for stan-
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dard DTNs, they do not have the capability of exploiting the large set of communi-
cation links (due to various bands) offered by the d-DSA DTN networks. Moreover,
these routing protocols lack the capability of dealing with distinct EM characteristics
of various bands.
Hence in the following sections, we first formulate the routing problem in a d-
DSA DTN topology, as an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) optimization problem.
Though solving this optimization problem would provide an optimal routing strat-
egy, it is impractical in such time-varying and unpredictable dDSA DTN scenarios.
Thus, we propose a lightweight georouting principle based d-DSA aware Geographical
Routing (dDSA-GR) protocol, that accounts for the availability of large set of com-
munication opportunities over multiple spectrum bands, and determines a suitable
path route for each message traffic, such that the desired QoS requirements are met
as discussed in Section 7.4.
7.3 Problem Formulation
We consider a time-evolving d-DSA network topology where each node has the com-
plete knowledge of future traffic demands, and dynamic topology evolution, i.e., all
potential communication links at all time intervals t ∈ [0, T ] over all spectrum bands
s ∈ S (where each link es between a pair of nodes is formed over a common free
channel in spectrum band s), and set of all available channels in a band s. The
formulation is an adaptation of the dynamic version of the classical multi-commodity
flow problem [96, 97].
Time Intervals. A simple approach to obtain the set of time intervals is to dis-
cretize time into very small, fixed-size intervals. However, this can lead to a very
large number of time intervals and may not be practical. Instead, we consider the
time intervals to be partitioned by a time duration equivalent to τ , which is the least
message transmission delay (i.e., time consumed in transmitting the message with
least message size over the spectrum band with least bandwidth.). Though this may
also require further enhancement, here we assume that the time intervals have been
determined. Let I = {I1, . . . Ih . . . IT} denote the set of time intervals. By construc-
tion, Ih = [th−1, th) (and th−1 < th). Therefore, the set I partitions the interval
[t0, tT ).
We make the following important assumptions in the formulation: (i) both capac-
ity and delay of an edge over any band s are constant over a time interval., and (ii)
each edge in the network utilizes a unique free channel in a certain band s 1.
Traffic demand. Traffic demand is the set of all messages and is denoted by K.
A message is a tuple (u, v, t,m) where (u, v) is the source-destination node pair, t is
the generation/arrival time and m is the message size. For a message k ∈ K, the
1For simplicity, we do not consider channel coalescing, i.e., channel bonding (merginging two
or more contiguous channels together) nor channel aggregation (non-contiguous channels) in this
formulation, however, it can be addressed with a bit higher complex formulation.
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functions s(k), d(k), w(k), and m(k) are used to retrieve source node, destination
node, start time, and message size, respectively.
Graph Construction. The definitions listed in Table 7.1 are based on the network
architecture presented in Chapter 3.
Table 7.1: Graph Definitions
Notations Definitions
G(V,E, S) denote the set of nodes, edges and spectrum bands in the
network graph G
E = ∪s∈SEs, where Es is the edge set over a certain band s
es ∈ Es where es is an edge over band s in the edge set Es
cs : Es ×R+ where ces,t is the capacity of edge es at time t
ds : Es ×R+ where des,t is the transmission delay of the edge es at time
t
nsIh is the number of available orthogonal channels in a band
s in the interval Ih ∈ I
γs is the transmission range of band s
pkt is the packet size.
bv is the storage capacity of node v
nTxv is the number of transmitters at node v.
nRxv is the number of receivers at node v.
Isv is the set of incoming edges over band s to node v
Osv is the set of outgoing edges over band s from node v
N sv,t is the set of neighbors of node v over band s at time t
Kv = {k|k ∈ K and d(k) = v} i.e., the set of messages whose
destination node is v
Variables. The variable definitions as listed in Table 7.2 capture the state and the
transition in the proposed d-DSA network.
Table 7.2: Variable Definitions
Variables Definitions
Bkv,th is the number of packets of message k occupying the buffer
at node v at time th ∈ T
Xkes,Ih is the number of packets of message k transmitted over
edge es during interval Ih ∈ I
Rkes,Ih is the number of packets of message k received over edge
es during interval Ih ∈ I
yes,Ih is a binary variable that denotes whether an edge e
s (over
band s) is selected for transmitting (or receiving) mes-
sage(s) during interval Ih ∈ I
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The transmission variable X and reception variable R are used together to model
the incurred propagation delay encountered in sending messages.
Objective function. The objective function is to minimize the worst-case end-to-
end message transmission delay. The summation
∑
s∈S
∑
es∈Isv
Xkes,Ih represents the
number of packets belonging to message k that is incoming (on any spectrum band)
into the node v in the time interval Ih. This is multiplied by the length of time that
has incurred since the start of that message (i.e., th−1 − w(k)) so as to obtain the
total time delay incurred by that number of packets of message k that arrived in time
interval Ih at node v. Finally, we minimize over all the time intervals (i.e., Ih ∈ I)
for all messages (i.e., k ∈ Kv) for all nodes.
Minimize
v,k∈Kv ,Ih∈IE
((
th−1 − w(k)
)
.
∑
s∈S
∑
es∈Isv
Xkes,Ih
)
(7.1)
Xkes,Ih × pkt
m(k)
≤ yes,Ih ∀es, Ih (7.2)
Rkes,Ih × pkt
m(k)
≤ yes,Ih ∀es, Ih (7.3)∑
s∈S
∑
es∈Isv
yes,Ih ≤ nRxv ∀Ih (7.4)
∑
s∈S
∑
es∈Osv
yes,Ih ≤ nTxv ∀Ih (7.5)
∑
es∈Osv
yes,Ih +
∑
w∈Nsv,Ih
∑
es∈Osw
yes,Ih ≤ ns ∀Ih (7.6)
∑
s∈S
∑
es∈Isv
Rkes,Ih−
∑
s′∈S
∑
es′∈Osv
Xk
es′ ,Ih
=
{
Bkv,th −Bkv,th−1 +m(k), ifs(k) = v, w(k) = th
Bkv,th −Bkth−1 , otherwise
(7.7)∑
k∈K
Nkv,th−1 × pkt ≤ bv ∀v, Ih (7.8)∑
k∈K
Xkes,Ih ≤ ces,th−1 .|Ih| ∀e
s, s, Ih (7.9)
Bkv,t0 =
{
m(k), if v = s(k), t0 = w(k)
0, otherwise
∀k, v (7.10)
Bkv,tT̂ =
{
m(k), if v = d(k)
0, otherwise
∀k, v (7.11)
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yes,Ih ∈ {0, 1}, Xkes,Ih ∈
[
0,
m(k)
pkt
]
(7.12)
Constraints. Equation 7.2 restricts the transmission of non-zero number of packets
of message k over band s at interval Ih only if there exists an edge over band s at
that time interval, whereas Equation 7.3 does the same for reception. Equations 7.4
and 7.5 respectively constrain the number of incoming and outgoing edges from/to
node v by the number of receivers and transmitters (equipped with that node), at a
certain time interval Ih. Equation 7.6 denotes that the number of transmissions (i.e.,
outgoing edges) in a certain band s at a certain node v and its vicinity (i.e., N sv,Ih) is
limited by the prespecified number of channels in that band.
Equation 7.7 - 7.9 denote the conventional flow, node storage and edge capacity
constraints. Eq. 7.7 depicts the flow constraint, which balances the change in the
node storage occupancy against the network incoming and outgoing flow for each time
interval. Equation 7.8 ensures that the storage of messages at a certain node does
not exceed the pre-specified memory storage capacity limit. Equation 7.9 restricts
the number of amount of messages sent over a certain link es (formed over a band s)
to be limited by its capacity over that time interval.
Equations 7.10 and 7.11 are the initial and the final conditions of storage at a cer-
tain node v, at times t0 and tT , respectively. Equation 7.10 denotes that at start time
t0, only nodes that generate messages (at time t0) have an occupied memory buffer.
Equation 7.11 states that at the end time tT , only nodes that are the destinations of
the messages have an occupied memory buffer. Finally, Equation 7.12 provides the
bounds of the decision variables used in the formulation.
The ILP formulation offers an upper bound of the achievable performance, but it
would be impractical to solve such problem to determine optimal spectrum band and
next hop node for such time-varying d-DSA networks. In fact, the problem not only
has very high complexity and number of variables/constraints, but also assumes the
knowledge in advance of the network dynamics, communication opportunities over
various bands over time, message generation/arrival times etc. For these reasons, we
propose a lightweight yet effective routing strategy as discussed in the next section.
7.4 d-DSA aware Geographical Routing Protocol
In order to address the shortcomings of standard (single-band) DTN routing strate-
gies, and better exploit the multiple communication opportunities that may be avail-
able in the envisioned d-DSA network architectures (and d-DSA DTN networks), this
section proposes a d-DSA aware Geographical Routing (dDSA-GR) protocol for such
dynamic and unpredictable d-DSA DTN networks, and is mainly based on georouting
principle (explained later in subsection 6). Of all the routes from a certain source
node (i.e., a sensing node) to the destination (i.e., a gateway), we are particularly
interested in a path route, i.e., optimal spectrum band at each node, and optimal
next-hop relay node, that minimizes the end-to-end network delay of each informa-
tion message traffic as the QoS metric. This QoS metric is important for the proposed
d-DSA architecture; in order to support various rural applications in a timely manner.
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Nevertheless, other QoS metrics, e.g., minimum hop count, energy efficiency etc. can
be easily integrated in the proposed routing scheme. Here, we would like to point out
that though the energy efficiency is not the key QoS metric of interest in this chapter,
our dDSA-GR protocol would still excel in terms of energy efficiency (as evident from
our evaluations in Section 7.5). This phenomenon can be mainly attributed to the
relationship between the end-to-end delay and energy consumption, as explained in
Chapter 4.
The proposed dDSA-GR protocol is a two-step protocol – (1) Spectrum band
selection and (2) Next hop node selection.
Spectrum Band Selection
Unlike standard DTN routing protocols, an important step for the proposed routing
strategy is to select a suitable spectrum band at each hop node in the path route
between a certain source-destination node pair.
From our previous discussion on EM characteristics of various bands in Chapter
4, it is clear that keeping the transmit power, antenna gains, path loss, antenna
height, and other factors constant, the lower frequency bands, such as, TV band,
have higher transmission coverage whereas poor channel bandwidth (or effective bit
rate). On the other hand, the higher frequency bands like CBRS band has poor
transmission coverage, whereas offer very high channel bandwidth (and bit rate).
Hence, there exists a clear trade-off on whether to choose a spectrum band with
higher transmission coverage or higher channel bandwidth. Keeping these in mind,
we propose a simple linear regression approach to select a suitable band s∗i at a certain
node i, which is as follows.
s∗i = max
s∈S
we−
1
Rs + (1− w)e− 1λs (7.13)
where Ŝ is the set of spectrum bands, Rs and λs represent the effective bit rate and
transmission coverage corresponding to a certain channel cs belonging to a spectrum
band s ∈ S, respectively, and w is the weighing parameter, where 0 ≤ w ≤ 1. If w = 1,
the spectrum band which offers the highest channel bandwidth (and effective bit rate)
is chosen first, loosely referred to as Bandwidth-first strategy. On contrary, if w = 0,
then the band with better transmission coverage is chosen first, referred to as Range-
first strategy. Finally if 0 < w < 1, the intuition is choose a suitable spectrum band
that excels at both transmission coverage and channel bandwidth, loosely referred
as Weighted strategy. Evidently, the bandwidth-first strategy is useful for d-DSA
network scenarios where the key objectives behind spectrum band selection is to
minimize message transmission delays and incur minimum interference; suitable for
dense and high load network scenarios. On contrary, the Range-first strategy would
be intuitively be more suitable for sparse and low load d-DSA network scenarios, with
fewer d-DSA nodes to communicate with, fewer primary users to interfere with, and
fewer information messages to deliver.
Note that the chosen spectrum band s∗i at a certain d-DSA node i must have at
least one free (or non-interfered) channel, for (i) it ensures incumbent primary user
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protection policy (and does not interfere with licensed primary users), and (ii) it
enables seamless spectrum band sharing with other secondary d-DSA nodes in the d-
DSA overlay network. Hence, a key requirement of proposed spectrum band selection
is to select a suitable band that has at least one available channel, which is neither
interfered by a primary user device nor a secondary d-DSA node. We discuss the
details of the proposed algorithm for the spectrum band selection in the following.
Algorithm 5: Spectrum Band Selection
Input: A d-DSA node i, spectrum band set S
Output: Chosen spectrum band s∗, and neighbor list N s
∗
i
1 Initialize chosen spectrum band s∗ as ISM band Neighbor list N s
∗
i =
find-neigh-nodes (s∗, γs
∗
) Ŝ = sort-spectrum-bands(w) is-first-band = True
2 for current band, s ∈ Ŝ do
3 N si = find-neigh-nodes (s, γ
s)
4 if is-first-band = True and is-common-channel-available(s, i, N si ) = True
then
5 s∗ = s N s
∗
i = N
s
i is-first-band = False
6 if is-common-channel-available(s, i, N si ) and (|N snewi | − |N s
∗
i |) > 0 and
Bs > Bs
∗
then
7 s∗ = s; N s
∗
i = N
s
i
8 return s∗, N s
∗
i
Algorithm Overview. As shown in pseudocode 5, the proposed spectrum band
selection algorithm first initializes the chosen spectrum band s∗ as the ISM band at
a certain d-DSA node i, for it is unlicensed and there are no policy restrictions on
accessing a certain channel in ISM band. Then, as shown in line 1, the spectrum
band set S is sorted based on non-increasing value of the unified metric (see Eq.
7.13). The value of weighing parameter w in the metric is taken as 1, 0, or any
other value (for instance 0.5), depending upon the considered bandwidth-first, range-
first or weighted strategy, respectively. As discussed previously, there is no bias
on choosing one strategy over the other, and mainly depends upon the considered
network scenarios. We discuss the impact of different values of w in the Evaluation
section. Now, as shown in lines 4 - 5, it should be straightforward to choose the first
spectrum band, say s, in the sorted spectrum band list Ŝ as the selected spectrum
band s∗, provided that there exists non-zero free channel(s) at both node i and at
atleast one node in the neighbor list N si over first band s.
However, in order to further enhance the QoS metric, i.e., minimum end-to-end
network delay, our algorithm attempts to select a new spectrum band, say s ∈ Ŝ,
as the optimal spectrum band s∗ that offers the highest channel bandwidth, whereas
also meets the following two constraints (i) there exists at least one available (non-
interfered) channel in the newly selected spectrum band s, and (ii) the cardinality
of neighbor list N si over newly considered band s, is either better or equal to than
the cardinality of neighbor list N s
∗
i over the determined optimal spectrum band s
∗.
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See lines 2 - 7 for details. The key intuition behind this additional step is to im-
prove the QoS metric by selecting a high bandwidth spectrum band that will likely
incur lower message transmission delay (and thus improve QoS metric), and without
compromising the neighbour list (or symbolically the transmission coverage).
Hop Relay Node Selection
This subsection discusses the proposed strategy for next hop node selection in the
path route between any source-destination node pair in the d-DSA network. Note
that the hop node selection is an important step and has been well investigated
for standard (single-band) DTN routing protocols [45, 47]. Hence, for this step,
our routing protocol utilizes existing hop node selection strategy from a well-known
georouting or position based routing principle [98]. An overview of the georouting
principle is as follows.
Georouting principle. Georouting is a routing principle that relies on the geo-
graphic position information of each node in the network. The underlying idea for
georouting principle is as follows: Whenever a node i receives the message packet,
it forwards it to one of its neighboring node lying towards the direction of destina-
tion node j. Hence, it is evident that the neighbor is selected using a forwarding
rule that takes into account only the location of j and the network topology in the
immediate (or one-hop) neighborhood of i. There are several variants of georouting,
mainly based on the forwarding rule for selecting the next hop node, for instance,
(i.a) greedy forwarding - Here, a node forwards the message to the neighbour that
minimizes the distance to the destination. Alternatively, another notion for forward-
ing rule is (i.b) minimum projected distance on the source-destination-line as in Most
Forwarding within Radius (MRF) and Nearest with Forwarding Progress (NFP) or
(i.c) minimum angle between neighbor and destination as in Compass Routing. It is
noteworthy that greedy strategy and MFR are loop free, i.e., a message packet can
circulate among nodes in a certain constellation, whereas NFP and Compass Rout-
ing are not. Also notice that georouting can lead into a dead end, i.e., there is no
neighbor closer to the destination, in case of traditional wireless networks. However,
georouting fused with delay tolerant routing does not run into such a dead end issue,
for the network topology changes and a suitable next hop node becomes available
over non-infinite time period.
Proposed Next Hop Selection Approach. Our proposed routing protocol first
selects a suitable spectrum band s∗ at a certain d-DSA node i, and then determines the
optimal next hop node h from the neighboring node list N s
∗
i (over selected spectrum
band s∗), which is based on a simple greedy variant of georouting principle. The
key idea here is to forward message packets to nodes moving towards the destination
node, i.e., whose geographical distance to the destination is decreasing with time, and
moreover moving faster towards the destination. Specifically, a node i will forward a
message packet destined for node j to a certain neighbor node h, out of all nodes in
neighbor list N s
∗
i , if any of the following condition is met.
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1. h is moving towards j, and i is either not moving or moving away from j.
2. i is moving away from j and h is not moving.
3. i, h are moving away from j, but h is closer to j.
4. Both i and h are moving towards j, but h is moving faster than i towards j
If none of these conditions is fulfilled, then node i continues to hold on to the
packet. This forwarding rule is inspired from a DTN routing protocol, which is also
based on georouting principle, referred to as MOVE protocol in the paper [98]. In this
work, we refer to this georouting principle based DTN routing protocol as standard
geographical routing (GR) protocol for ease of presentation. However, the standard
GR protocol will also suffer from the issues highlighted in Section 7.2, and therefore
can not be effectively applied to d-DSA DTNs.
Algorithm 6: Next Hop Node Selection Algorithm
Input: A d-DSA node i, Chosen spectrum band s∗, message packet m
Output: Chosen next hop node, h
1 Compute the priority-node-list based on the forwarding rules laid out in
subsection 8
2 for Node h in priority-node-list do
3 if m not in node h’s buffer then
4 Chosen channel cs
∗
= get-common-channel(s∗,i,H)
5 if chosen-channel not found then
6 continue
7 else
8 Mark h→ cs∗ as busy Mark i→ cs∗ as busy Mark j → cs∗ as busy,
where j ∈ N s∗i break
9 return chosen hop h
Algorithm Overview. As shown in pseudo code 6, the proposed algorithm for
next hop selection computes the priority-node-list based on the forwarding rules laid
out in subsection 8 in decreasing priority order. Following this as shown in lines 2 -
8, the algorithm chooses the first node, say h in the priority-node-list as the optimal
next hop node, provided that it meets the following conditions – (i) node h does not
have the message packet m in its memory buffer, and (ii) there exists at least one
free channel in chosen band s∗ that is available at both nodes i and h. Note that, as
shown in line 8, the chosen channel cs
∗
in optimal band s∗ is marked busy at nodes i,
chosen hop node h, and all nodes in the neighbor list of transmitting node i, i.e., N s
∗
i .
This ensures that there is no co-channel interference due to simultaneous transmission
over the same channel in the same spectrum band, by two or more d-DSA nodes in
each other’s proximity.
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Figure 7.2: Map for Lexington, KY, USA: Brown colored roadways are the primary
roads in the Lexington city. Each vehicle is deployed over one of the randomly chosen
primary road (We do not consider dotted line roads as we believe they are noise in
the dataset).
(a) (b)
Figure 7.3: (a) Before processing the road network dataset, and (b) After processing
the road network dataset
Once both the suitable spectrum band s∗ and next hop node h are determined,
the proposed routing protocol transmits the message packet over the chosen band s∗
(on a non-interfered channel, neither by primary devices nor by other d-DSA devices
in proximity) to the next hop node h.
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7.5 Performance Evaluations
Experimental Setting
We have developed a discrete event-driven message packet based simulator 2 in Python
for the large-scale experimental study. As shown in Fig. 7.2, we consider Lexington,
KY, USA with an area of around 250 sq. km as a rural case scenario. The road
networks 3, primarily the highways and roadways (highlighted in brown), with at
least 30 GPS traces, in the Lexington city are considered for the experimental study,
and are extracted from OpenStreetMap [99].
It is noteworthy to mention that given OpenStreetMap dataset is crowdsourced,
the GPS traces for several highways and roadways are distributed over multiple
linestrings in the extracted Lexington road network dataset. Specifically as evident
from Fig. 7.2, there are approximately 10 roadways and highways, however there
were as many as 183 linestrings in the extracted road network dataset. Hence, we
intuit that a certain linestring in the dataset indicates a partial roadway segment
rather than the entire roadway segment. Our intuition was confirmed by following
observations: First, the euclidean distance between first and last coordinates in some
linestrings in the dataset were as small as few hundred meters, which is very unlikely
for a certain roadway or a highway in the city scenario. Furthermore, we noticed
that the last coordinate in a certain linestring was also the first coordinate in another
distinct linestring in the dataset. Finally, we plotted all 183 lines as depicted in Fig.
7.3(a), that also supports our intuition. Each color represents a certain linestring in
the dataset.
Hence, we computed the final set of roadways and highways (from the list of partial
road segments) in the Lexington city, by processing the dataset using the following
simple rule: Concatenate any two distinct linestrings together if the last coordinate
in one linestring is the same as the first coordinate in another distinct linestring.
Repeat the process until no two linestrings could be concatenated. After processing
the dataset, there were only 8 such roadways, which are shown in Fig.7.3(b), and are
utilized for the experimental study.
All the experiments, unless otherwise stated, are performed with 15 sensor blocks,
each equipped with 40-60 sensing nodes (such as sensors and smart devices), 5 gate-
ways, and 30 urban vehicles. The computed 8 roadways and highways are the possible
route trajectories for urban vehicles such as, public buses and taxis. The total time
period is 6 hours.
Node Mobility Model. Here we discuss the node mobility model that we uti-
lize to evaluate the proposed d-DSA architecture, and routing strategies, on the real
map of Lexington city, KY, USA. The sensor blocks, primary users, and gateways
are randomly placed in the area, and remain fixed throughout the simulation pe-
2The simulator code is made open source and is available at https://github.com/blu226/DSA-
RoutingSimulations
3 We do not consider dotted lines for our experimental study as we believe they are noise rather
than actual roadways/highways.
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Table 7.3: List of simulation parameters
Simulation parameters Description
Underlying map information Lexington city, KY, USA
Simulation area 250 sq. kms
Number of sensor blocks 15
Number of gateways 5
Number of urban vehicles 92
Average speed of urban vehicles [150 - 400] meters/minute
Message generation mean time [10− 20]
Message burst size [5 - 15]
Message packet size 5 Mb
Message packet TTL deadline 90 minutes
Number of primary users 200
Primary user ON/OFF mean time [1− 4] minutes
Number of channels in each spectrum band 6
Node memory size 1000 Mb
Simulation time 360 minutes
Number of iterations 25
riod. We uniformly distribute the urban vehicles on each route and on each direction.
More specifically, consider that there are 92 urban vehicles, and 8 routes (i.e., high-
way/roadway), then we deploy approx. 92
2×8 = 5.75, i.e., 5 or 6 urban vehicles, on
each direction (backward or forward) on each route.
The utilized mobility model attempts to replicate the mobility patterns of urban
vehicles, such as, public buses, taxis etc., where each vehicle moves along a certain
highway/roadway, and may visit several sensor blocks, like a bus depot, hospital
or parking lot. Specifically, each vehicle travels back and forth on a pre-specified
roadway with a random speed in the interval [150 - 400] meters/min. Moreover, to
take into consideration that the urban transport vehicles would be spread out in a
certain route and in each forward/backward direction, we initially deploy the vehicles
at random GPS locations in a certain route, and the direction is again randomly
selected.
Message Traffic Model. We consider a message traffic model with bursty gener-
ation of messages at each sensing node. The inter-arrival time between the bursts is
taken from an exponential distribution with mean of 15 minutes, and the length of
each message burst varies [5 - 15] messages. The message size of each message belongs
to the set of discrete bins of message sizes: 1, 20, 50, 120 Mb. The packet size is
taken as 5 Mb. Hence, the number of packets corresponding to a certain message, for
instance 1 Mb, is given by d1
5
e = 1, and for 120 Mb, is d120
5
e = 24. The TTL value
for each message packet is taken as 90 minutes 4.
4We take large values of TTL, as the proposed d-DSA network architecture is suitable for delay-
tolerant rural communications
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Table 7.4: Spectrum profile
Band Type
(MHz)
Rep. freq.
(MHz)
Bandwidth
(MHz)
Rep. band-
width
(MHz)
TV Band (54-216,
470-698)
600 6 - 9 6
LTE Band (700-
900, 1700-2100)
900 5-20 10
ISM Band (2400-
2500, 5700-5800)
2400 3-50 20
CBRS Band (3500-
3700)
3500 10-40 40
Buffer Management Model. For accessing the memory buffer by a certain node,
we consider a priority queue (PQ) model, rather than a usually considered First-In-
First-Out (FIFO) model 5. According to the PQ model, the node’s memory buffer is
sorted in non-increasing order, based on following two parameters: (i) the destination
node of a certain message packet is within the communication range of the chosen
spectrum band, and (ii) message generation time. We utilize the existing approach
of dropping the oldest message packet first (ODF) in case of buffer overflow.
Primary User Model. We deploy primary users randomly in the undertaken Lex-
ington city area. The ON/OFF time for a primary user in a certain channel in a
spectrum band is chosen randomly from the interval [1− 5] minutes.
EM characteristics Model. We consider the maximum allowable transmit power
for all bands on a secondary basis, such as 1 W for ISM band, 4 W for TV and
LTE bands, and 10 W for CBRS band. Recall that each band has a FCC mandated
maximum allowable transmit power which can not be exceeded by any node operating
on a DSA basis. The transmitter and receiver antenna gains are taken as 0 dBi.
Please refer to Table 7.4 for details of considered frequency (Column 2) and channel
bandwidth (Column 4) in each band. The values of other parameters are: path loss
factor = 2.7 (suburban area), received power threshold = −95 dBm, Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SINR) = −100 dBm. These parameters are used to compute the transmission
range (from Frii’s Transmission Equation [72]) and effective bit rate (using Shannon
Hartley Theorem [74]) for a certain channel in any given band.
Comparison approaches
We evaluate dDSA aware geographical routing (dDSA-GR) routing protocol specif-
ically designed for the envisioned d-DSA network architecture against the basic ge-
5This is because we observe that the PQ model performs much better than FIFO model for
buffer management, in both DTN and d-DSA aware DTN routing protocols.
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ographical routing (GR) protocol and two other benchmark DTN routing protocols,
i.e., Epidemic Routing (ER), and Spray and Wait Routing 6 (SnW). Furthermore for
extensive analysis, we also evaluate our dDSA-GR protocol against the extended d-
DSA aware Epidemic Routing (dDSA-ER) and d-DSA aware Spray and Wait (dDSA-
SnW) protocols respectively, which also attempt to better exploit the multiple com-
munication opportunities that may be available in the d-DSA architecture.
dDSA-ER Routing protocol. Similar to the proposed dDSA-GR routing proto-
col, the dDSA-ER protocol is also a two step protocol. The first step determines the
suitable spectrum band, depending upon the unified metric shown in Eq. 7.13, sim-
ilar to dDSA-GR protocol. In the second step, the dDSA-ER protocol works in the
similar fashion to the basic ER protocol, and floods the message packets (depending
upon the channel bandwidth in the chosen spectrum band) to each of the neighbor-
ing nodes. However, unlike standard ER, here a certain transmitter-receiver node
communication can only occur if there exists a whitespace (non-interfered) common
channel in the chosen spectrum band at both nodes.
dDSA-SnW Routing Protocol. The dDSA-SnW protocol is extended from the
controlled flooding based standard SnW protocol, and works in two steps. The first
step is to determine the suitable spectrum band. In the second step, the proto-
col forwards the message packets in the similar manner as that of SnW protocol.
Again note that, similar to dDSA-ER protocol, the communication between a certain
transmitter-receiver node pair can only occur if a non-interfered channel is available
at both the communicating nodes in the chosen band.
Note that compared to dDSA-GR routing, the transmission energy consumed at
the transmitter node remains the same in case of dDSA-ER and dDSA-SnW protocols,
however, the reception energy consumed at the receiver nodes is multiplied by the
cardinality of receiver nodes (to whom the packet is forwarded), corresponding to
those protocols.
Simulation Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed dDSA-GR routing pro-
tocol, against standard/non-DSA (single-band) GR, ER and SnW protocols, and
also, the extended dDSA-ER and dDSA-SnW protocols, in terms of the following
performance metrics –
• Message Delivery Ratio (MDR) - the fraction of total messages successfully
delivered to the gateway (and therefore, the intended data center), to the total
messages generated at all sensor blocks.,
• Network Delay - the average delay incurred in delivering all messages, for their
sensor blocks to the gateway, and
6There are several variants of Spray and Wait protocol however, we choose the binary Spray
and Wait for the evaluation, as it is proven to be optimal SnW protocol under the unknown node
mobility patterns, as in our case.
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Figure 7.4: Message delivery ratio analysis: (a) Number of d-DSA nodes, (b) Number
of channels in each band, (c) Number of primary users, (d) Mean message inter-arrival
times, (e) TTL deadlines, and (f) Maximum buffer sizes
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• Energy Expenditure - the average amount of energy consumed to transfer the
generated messages from all sensor blocks to the gateway.
For the clarity of plots, we do not show plots for standard ER and SnW routing proto-
cols. However, the interested readers can refer to Appendix A for the comprehensive
plots. Each of the performance metric is evaluated against the following parameters:
varying (i) number of d-DSA nodes, (ii) number of channels per band, (iii) number
of primary users, (iv) mean message inter-arrival times, (v) TTL deadlines, and (vi)
maximum buffer sizes.
Message Delivery Ratio (MDR) Analysis. Figs. 7.4(a) - 7.4(f) show that
the proposed dDSA-GR protocol significantly outperforms other two d-DSA aware
protocols, i.e., dDSA-ER and dDSA-SnW, in terms of MDR, notwithstanding the
considered parameters. This is because dDSA-GR is single-copy georouting principle
based routing protocol, and incurs the least message overhead (see Fig. 7.5, for
instance), and minimal message packet drops, due to buffer overflow and TTL expiry,
for intuitively enough both buffer requirement and queuing delay would be minimum
in case of dDSA-GR protocol compared to flooding-based dDSA-ER and dDSA-SnW
protocols. Moreover, since the number of message transmissions is the least compared
to other two d-DSA aware protocols, dDSA-GR would likely incur minimal channel
interference in the chosen spectrum band, which would further enable dDSA-GR
protocol to better exploit the spectrum resources, and deliver messages effectively
(and thus highest MDR).
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Figure 7.5: Number of packet transmissions vs number of d-DSA nodes
The proposed dDSA-GR protocol also greatly outperforms its standard (single-
band) counterpart (i.e., GR protocol) in terms of MDR, under all considered parame-
ters. This is particularly because, unlike standard GR restricted to a single-band, the
dDSA-GR protocol is able to exploit the multiple communication opportunities pro-
vided by various spectrum bands in the undertaken d-DSA network scenario. Among
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the standard GR approaches, the GR (LTE), i.e., GR protocol utilizing LTE band,
performs the best in all d-DSA network scenarios, thanks to its high transmission
range and high channel bandwidth (and effective bit rate).
Note that the MDR achieved by GR(TV) protocol does not improve much with in-
creasing number of d-DSA nodes in the network. This is mainly because the GR(TV)
protocol suffers severely from channel interference, incurred due to newly introduced
d-DSA nodes in the network, besides the pre-existing primary users. Similar is the
reason for improved MDR by GR(TV) with increasing number of channels, decreasing
mean message inter-arrival times, and poor MDR with increasing number of primary
users. The GR(CBRS) and GR(ISM) protocols improve gradually with increasing
number of d-DSA nodes, thanks to the lower transmission coverage, and minimal
channel interference due to both primary users and other secondary d-DSA nodes.
Both these GR(CBRS) and GR(ISM) remain mostly unaffected by increasing number
of channels per band, and primary users, for again they incur minimal channel in-
terference, mainly due to the limited transmission range. It is straightforward to see
that the MDR achieved by all standard and d-DSA aware protocols improve gradually
with increasing mean message inter-arrival times, TTL deadlines and buffer sizes.
Network Delay Analysis. Figs. 7.6(a) - 7.6(f) show that the network delay
achieved dDSA-GR protocol is much better compared to that of dDSA-ER and dDSA-
SnW protocols, irrespective of considered network parameters. Again the reason is
same as above, where dDSA-GR incurs minimal queuing delay at node’s buffer, and
better exploits multiple communication opportunities over diverse spectrum bands,
that are more readily available for usage, for dDSA-GR incurs minimal channel in-
terference (and thus higher chance of finding a common non-interfered channel in
the chosen spectrum band). Note that dDSA-SnW incurs lower network delay for
> 72 number of d-DSA nodes and > 4 channels per band, and similarly dDSA-ER
for < 100 buffer size. However in these scenarios, these protocols suffer significantly
in terms of MDR (see MDR plots in Figs. 7.4(a) - 7.4(f)), which is undesirable for
effectively supporting various rural applications.
Compared to d-DSA aware GR protocol, the standard GR counterparts which
are restricted to a single band, whether TV, LTE, CBRS or unlicensed ISM band,
suffer greatly in terms of network delay, under all considered network parameters.
Among standard GR protocols, GR (TV) incurs better network delay, followed by
GR (LTE), GR (CBRS), and GR (ISM) protocols. This is mainly because GR(TV)
requires very few hop nodes (See Fig. 7.8, for instance) in route to the destination
node, thanks again to very high transmission range. However, recall GR(TV) offers
very poor MDR, and is again not desirable protocol in order to support various rural
applications. GR(CBRS) and GR(ISM) bands offer the worst network delay for they
require several hops to get to the destination node. It is noteworthy to mention
that that the network delay increases with increasing mean message inter-arrival
times from 7 minutes to 25 minutes, and then decreases afterwards, for all evaluated
protocols. This can be attributed to the poor message delivery for 7 and 15 minutes,
due to very high message load, and after that the protocols are able to cope with
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Figure 7.6: Network Delay Analysis: Varying (a) Number of d-DSA nodes, (b) Num-
ber of channels in each band, (c) Number of primary users, (d) Mean message inter-
arrival times, (e) TTL deadlines, and (f) Maximum buffer sizes
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Figure 7.7: Energy Expenditure Analysis: Varying (a) Number of d-DSA nodes, (b)
Number of channels in each band, (c) Number of primary users, (d) Mean message
inter-arrival times, (e) TTL deadlines, and (f) Maximum buffer sizes
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comparatively fewer messages, i.e., mean inter-arrival times ≥ 25 minutes.
Energy Expenditure Analysis. Figs. 7.7(a) - 7.7(f) depict that the energy con-
sumed per delivered message by the proposed single-copy dDSA-GR protocol, and
its standard GR counterparts are much lesser, compared to that of flooding based
dDSA-ER protocol, under all considered parameters. The controlled flooding based
dDSA-SnW (where, the maximum number of message copies is bounded, 25 in our
experiments) incurs much better energy expenditure than that of dDSA-ER protocol.
It is interesting to see that unlike standard GR protocols, all d-DSA aware proto-
cols, i.e., dDSA-GR, dDSA-ER, and dDSA-SnW, improve with increasing number
of primary users (Fig. 7.7(c)). This is because these protocols extensively utilize
CBRS band (See Fig. 7.9 which shows bandusage for dDSA-GR protocol) in case of
higher number of primary users, for it is least affected by interference from primary
users. Now since CBRS band offer very high channel bandwidth and supports sev-
eral concurrent message packets transmission, it significantly improves the message
transmission time (See Eq. 4.3), and thus the consumed energy. Also notice that
since MDR improves with increasing buffer size, the amount of energy consumed per
delivered message also improves, particularly in case of dDSA-ER and dDSA-SnW
protocols (Fig. 7.7(f)).
7.6 Conclusion of This Chapter
In this chapter, we evaluated the d-DSA network architecture that is based on dy-
namic and unpredictable mobile nodes, such as private cars, taxis etc., and is based
on the innovative paradigm of diverse Dand-aware Dynamic Spectrum Access (in
short, d-DSA). The proposed architecture equips urban transport vehicles (such as
public bus) equipped with d-DSA radio devices, i.e., certain wireless devices equipped
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Figure 7.9: Percentage of band usage against varying number of primary users.
with software defined radios that are capable of accessing multiple spectrum bands,
e.g., TV, LTE, and CBRS bands, on a secondary basis. We first highlight the short-
comings of standard DTN routing schemes when applied to the newly formed d-DSA
aware delay tolerant networks (dDSA DTN) (due to envisioned d-DSA architecture).
Following this, we formulated an ILP optimization problem that aims to determine
an optimal route for each message traffic, such that the end-to-end network delay is
minimized. Since solving such an optimization problem assumes the global knowl-
edge of topology dynamics and message traffic demands, it is impractical for d-DSA
DTN networks, for such networks are highly unpredictable. Hence, we proposed ef-
ficient d-DSA aware Geographical Routing (dDSA-GR) protocol, which is based on
the georouting principle, and determines a suitable route, i.e., both optimal spectrum
band and next hop node, that minimizes the network delay for each message traffic
in such d-DSA DTN networks. Our large-scale experiments based on the map of
Lexington, KY, USA show the proposed dDSA-GR protocol effectively exploits the
multiple communication opportunities that may be available in such d-DSA DTN
networks, and excels in terms of all performance metrics, including, network delay,
message delivery ratio, energy expenditure, and overhead.
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Directions
This dissertation focused on designing a novel network architecture for providing ubiq-
uitous connectivity in rural communities, which is based on the innovative paradigm
of Diverse Band-aware Dynamic Spectrum Access (in short, d-DSA). According to
this paradigm, static or mobile nodes in this d-DSA network architecture are equipped
with software defined radios (SDRs) that are capable of accessing multiple spectrum
bands, e.g., TV, CBRS, LTE, GSM, unlicensed ISM, and possibly futuristic mmWaves
bands. In order to fully exploit the potential of d-DSA networking paradigm, while
meeting the heterogeneous traffic demands that may be generated in rural communi-
ties, we design novel efficient routing strategies and optimization techniques for both
static and time-varying (predictable and unpredictable) types of d-DSA network ar-
chitectures. Our results based on realistic traces in a large variety of rural scenarios
show that the proposed solutions, including d-DSA architecture, routing strategies
and optimization techniques, are able to meet the heterogeneous traffic requirements
of rural applications, and provide ubiquitous connectivity in rural communities.
We shall conclude the dissertation by discussing the future directions.
1. There are a few important issues that, if unaddressed, may seriously jeopardize
the efficacy of both (i.e., static and dynamic) d-DSA architectures, namely (i)
multiple concurrent messages with varying message generation/arrival rates, (ii)
d-DSA nodes with potentially MIMO capability (or multiple antennas), (iii)
limited memory and computational capability at each communication node,
and (iv) interference from other secondary users. We will incorporate these and
reformulate the centralized optimization problem (presented in Chapter 5) to
minimize a desired quality of service metric, such as, energy efficiency, network
delay etc. Following this, we will study and analyze the hardness of the problem,
and solve it optimally utilizing various optimization techniques.
2. The centralized routing strategies proposed in this dissertation, are only feasi-
ble when a dedicated common control channel is available to share the control
information, such as, list of available channels in a certain band, in the d-
DSA network architectures. However, the availability of a dedicated common
control channel may not always be possible in the rural context. Therefore,
as a part of future work, we will design distributed routing strategies, which
will be based on various techniques, particularly Multi-Objective Reinforcement
Learning (MORL). Unlike traditional RL algorithms, the MORL algorithm in-
troduced by Gabor [100] applies reinforcement learning to problems where there
exist multiple objectives and the reward thus is a vector, instead of a scalar
quantity. Hence, this becomes a promising model for designing distributed
routing strategies for the envisioned d-DSA network architectures, for the rout-
ing strategies often need to satisfy multiple performance goals, for instance,
end-to-end energy-efficiency under hard/soft deadline constraints.
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Figure 8.1: URSP platforms in our laboratory.
3. We will extend the unified graph model, Space-Time-Band (STB) graph, by
including an additional dimension, namely the possibility of nodes have multiple
antennas (MIMO capability) for the time-varying yet sufficiently predictable d-
DSA network architectures. This model would be applicable for time-varying
yet sufficiently predictable d-DSA network architectures where the component
communication devices are equipped with multiple antennas. We would further
extend and evaluate the efficacy of such d-DSA network architectures (and STB
graph model) in case of urban communities, such as, smart cities, where the
channel availability are much more constrained than in the rural scenario.
4. Finally, we will characterize the diverse DSA spectrum and interference, validate
the design and modeling of proposed d-DSA architecture, and evaluate the
routing strategies and optimization techniques through a small-scale Universal
Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) platform based testbed as well as large-scale
simulation experiments, based on both realistic and synthetic dataset traces.
Small-scale Testbed. We plan to create the small-scale test-bed in our re-
search laboratory at the University of Kentucky, that comprises six USRP N210
radio devices, each equipped with a WBX Daughterboard, and LP0410 Log Pe-
riodic PCB Antenna. USRP N210 hardware enables to design and implement
flexible software radio systems. WBX Daughter board hardware is a full-duplex
wide band transceiver and is ideal for applications requiring access to a number
of different bands within its range from 50 MHz to 2.2 GHz. LP0410 antenna
is a 400 MHz to 1 GHz Log Periodic PCB directional antenna and works with
any daughter board that operates within 400 MHz to 1 GHz frequency range.
Our laboratory already has two such devices (see Fig.8.1), and we intend to
obtain four more devices. We use GNU Radio platform, a free software devel-
opment framework that provides signal processing functions for implementing
software defined radios, to implement the proposed routing schemes. Later, we
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will deploy the testbed in various departmental buildings across UKY campus
in Lexington to evaluate the static d-DSA architecture, outside the laboratory
setting. Finally, we also envision to utilize the LexTran, a joint public trans-
portation vehicle service by the city of Lexington and UKY, to evaluate the
mobile d-DSA architecture.
Large-scale Experiments. We will implement the routing strategies and op-
timization techniques for both fixed and mobile d-DSA architectures in a real-
istic simulator to emulate the rural settings. Simulation scenarios will consider
various parameters, such as message QoS requirements (e.g., energy expen-
diture, network latency, packet loss, or a combination thereof), heterogeneous
data traffic, d-DSA topology density and distribution, number of primary users,
spectrum usage patterns of PUs, channel count and availability in each spectrum
band. For mobile d-DSA architecture, we will use real mobility traces (dataset)
to model the mobility behavior of participating vehicles, such as public buses,
taken from the repository CRAWDAD [101].
Copyright c© Vijay K. Shah, 2019.
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